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I. Introduction

This is a review of the literature on foreign direct

investment in the Philippines since independence. This

demarcation is appropriate inasmuch asthe difference in

the sectoral pattern of foreign investment in the pre- and

the post-lndependence periods, especially following the

imposition of exchange and import controls in 19@9, is

quite large. (Columbia University 1958: 146-I_7) In the

latter period, the greatest proportion of investment by

non-citizens has been in maaufacturing; therefore, we will

primarily be concerned with this sector of the economy.

During the past 30 years direct foreign investment,

other than by Chinese nationals, has been virtually

synonymous with investment by transnational corporations

(TNCs). We will use the terms almost interchangeably.

Also, we do not feel that there is any useful distinction

between the terms "transnational" and "multinational".

Our preference is for the former, but we also use the latter

on occasion.

In this century, at least prior to the decade of

the 1970s, American_and Chinese-were the dominant non-

Filipino owners of productive assets in the Philippines.

Although the Chinese presence in the economy has figured

prominently in discussions concerning the extent or the

desirability of Filipino control of various sectors of

the economy, particularly in the early post-independence

period, the issue usually has been considered a subject
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separate from that of foreign investment. The latter has

focused more on the actions of Americans, Europeans, and

Japanese. We will follow this pattern; Chinese investments

will be referred to only in passing.

Neither will we be concerned with foreign investment

in the form of loans, either public or private. The

reason is not so much that investments of this type are

unimportant; quite the contrary, particularly in recent

years. Rather it is that the subject has not received•

substantial treatment in the literature. In addition,

different questions may be raised about loans and equity

investments. Therefore, we will concentrate on the ]'atter.

We attempt to cover as much of the literature as

possible, that written both in the Philippines and abroad.

We consulted library catalogues of major universities and

relevant government _offices in the Metro-Manila area,

indexes of the various social science disciplines,

dissertation abstracts, and the Philippine Index of

Periodicals. Reference was made to the bibliography by

Pascua (1978) and to the work of others wh6 have previously

reviwed parts of the literature on foreign investment in

the Philippines. This includes Espiritu (1977), Magall0na

(1977), Stauffer (1979), Subido (1975), Suva Martin (1972),

and  suda,eAta_ l(1978).

We find that there is a quite sizable amount of

writing on forei6n direct investment in the Philippines,

ranging from academic inquiry to political debate to
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speeches for business _roups. There is no easy rule to

follow in decidin_ what to and what not to include. Facts

and arguments that we feel are relevant to our purpose

at times appeared in pieces that otherwise would not be

considered serious work. But judgment has to be exercised.

We include those items that can be classified as broadly

economic in nature, that introduce new data or information

or present new or different analysis, and that use a

historical or analytical approach. Works of widely varying

quality and sophistication are mentioned. We tried to

be catholic, but our biases no doubt intrude. For this we

apologize. As it is, however, we include somewhat ocer.

one-third of our initial bibliography (copies of which

can be supplied to interested persons upon request).

The topics we cover are taken up separately in benefit/

cost fashion; however, on occasion we go beyond this

segmented approach and touch on more encompassing issues.

We normally do not examine a particular author's work

as such, but rather extract the data, facts, and

conclusions that are pertinent to the particular issue

under consideration. In a few 21aces, however, we do

critically examine the theoretical and analytical

argument presented.

We have attempted to present the state of knowledge

on the subject as it is currently in the Philippines. We

cover considerable ground, but the reader should be aware

that there are few areas in which the results appear

incontrovertible. If only those pieces were included in



which the author presented sufficient data and argument

to prove his or her point beyond dispute, the bibliography

would indeed be very short. Many of the conclusions

presented are open to doubt; we question some of them

in the review ourselves. We encourage others to do

likewise, hopefully improving on the quantity and quality

of both the data and the discussion.

Lastly, we should mention that almost all the papers,

articles, and books included in this survey deal specifically

with the Philippines (at least the chapters or sections to

which we refer). A major exception are the monographs

of Thomas Alle_ which cover all of Southeast Asia. Imasmuch

as his study was commissioned by the Philippine gevernment's

Inter-Agency Working Group as part of its investigation
i

of foreign investment in the Philippines, we feel it is

relevant to this review.

II. Attitudes. Policy_ and Re_gulation

There are at least three reasons why studies on

foreign investment in the Philippines are important. First,

both historically and currently, .foreign investment has been

of sufficient importance in the economy to have an impact

upon the pace and pattern of the country's development.

This we take up in the next section. Second, Filipinos

perceive foreign investment to be significant and,

consequently, hold strong views on whether its presence

is desirable or not. And thirds the policy of the national

government has, with variations, been encouraging of
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foreign investment since independence. We now take up

the second and third points.

Economic nationalism traditionally has been an

important ingredient of the intellectual andlpoli_ical

climate of Philippine society. Since independence there

has been a rapid Filipinization of much of the economy.

Writing a decade and a half ago, Golay summarizes this

movement.

Equally remarkable has been the rapid
Filipinization of all major economic sectors.
Importing, other t_u industrial raw la_erials and
equipment for direct use, was steadily diverted to
Filipino enterprises by import controls. Export
production, with the exceptions of mining, where
foreign capital and m_na_ement are s£flxl prominent,

and the _roductiom _nd pr0cessin_ of pineapples and
manu_fact_e of desicca_ced coconu_ by America_-ow_ed
enterprises_ today is substantially in Filipino hands.
Internal commerce, with the major exceptions of the

ubiqultous In ernatlonal oli dlstrlbutlnK f lrms, 18
dominated by Fiiipino ownership and management and
heavy nationalist pressures are being maintained on
the remaining Chinese and Western interests. Retail
trade and trade in rice and corn, long dominated by
the Chinese, have been reserved by law to Filipinos
and substitute Filipino marketing structures apparently
have materialized with little dislocation. Similarly
public utility services, including internal transport
and communications, are today essentially Filipino-
owned and managed. Finally the postwar period has
seen the emergence, with government encouragement and
subsidization, of a complex structure of money and
capital market institutions owned and controlled by
Filipinos. (_966: q05-IO_, emphasis added)

There have been changes since the mid-1960s but with

the possible exception of the financial sector, it would

be difficult to argue with what Golay has written. It

should be noted, however, that no mention is made of

manufacturing. Elsewhere, Golay specifically exempts

manufacturing as an area being closed off to n0n-citizens.
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The reason iS that "Filipinos generally-- elites as well

as the 'man in the street' -- have avowed persistently

that foreign capital is necessary if economic development

and expansion in employment opportunities are to keep

pace with the growth in population." (1969: 6_)

If by Filipinization one means the exclusion of

non-Filipinos, then we would have to question Golay's thesis

that "all major economic sectors" have become Filipinized.

Those he excepted -- mining, pineapple production and

processing, petroleum, and manufacturing ~- are not

unimportant areas of the economy, In fact, they are

at the center of both discussion aad policy in the area

of economic development. For that reason the continued

presence of foreign investment has been controversial.

Gleek articulates a view that is not limited to

foreigm observers.

The influence of the American-owned firm has
historically been profoundly democratic in its hiring,
training and advancement policies; in its emphasis on
the importance of building a mass market; in its
promotion of the spread of ownership (of either the
local or parent compaz_y). This thrust was in the
early years invested with heavily ideological content,
but as time went on, its chief motivation was rationally
based on visions of economic development and the
broader markets it generates. W_ether we think of
Philippine Education, with the impetus it gave to
education, the early Meralco and its extension of mass
transit, the bus and embroidery pioneers, the
exploration of mineral resources, consumer goods
manufacturing, or the media industry -- all partici-
pating American firms spread education and income
in ways favorable to economic development. (1975: 178)

Those holding contrary views -- and they are not of

one mind -- often question the efficacy, if not of

capitalism in general, at least of its unregulated operation
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at the world level on the economic development of the

Philippines. The dominant institution of international

capitalism_ the transnational corporation receives

particular scrutiny.

Constant_no for example, questions the benefit of

TNC-Ied industrialization.

Instead of economic development which will benefit
the people, ther_ results a distorted development
not responsive to the people's needs but profitable
to the global enterprises. Instead of using its own
resourc_ for its own people, such a cot_try is drained
of i_s natural riches in exchange for a pittance in
the form of temporarily higher employment levels and
the chimera of technological know-how. For precisely,
to assuurm the perpetuation of the captured country's
dependence which is the basis for their own profits,
the global enterprises will impart only such t_chnology
as suits their purposes. (1978_ 231)

Magollona, on the other hand, is more concerned with

the influence of TNCs on national decision-making. The

issue to him is one of "national economic security."

The key factor in the problem is the fore i_ ownership
o_ control which the TNCe hold_in _th_ c_o_u_ry"s means

shift8 the whole ft_cr_ of the national economy, from
the c ql_ective interest of the broadest ranks of the
population in their own independent social progress and
economic development, to the demands of global profit
maximization o _;he TNCs....

__ . . . . the government is likely to equate the
developer process with the proflt strategy of the
TNOs, wh'_e dominant posit_on in the economy creates
furthel, conditions for the government to reinforce their
resence as a prerequisite to economic stability.
1977: 122, emphasis in original)

Lichauco brings _ the role of the international

agencies in establishing policies that are conducive to

the internationalization of the economic life of the

Philippines. He 2;_s that the four basic policies that •

are deemed es_mtial from the international perspective
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are harmful to the nation_! economy. These include

keeping the economy open to international trade and capital,

encouraging foreign investment, adhering to monetary

and fiscal austerity, and using devaluation as the

remedy to balance of payments difficulties. (1975:21-25)

Recently, Stauffer ccmducted what he calls an

interview-dialogue with 26 informed individuals on the subject

of TNCs in the Philippines, academics, people in the government

agencies dealing with TNCs, and representatives 0f the

business community. (1979: 16,56) He attempts to summarize

the views of those generally in favor of foreisn investment

and those who are largely critical. On the pro side,

the following comments were made: (I) there is little choice

other than to have TNC investment; (2) critics of TNCs are

fighting modernization and the need for industry, discipline,

order, and rationalization; (3) TNCs help the Philippines

in terms of better production, exports, skill development,

healthy competition, encouragement of small and medium

scale business, and (continuous) technology inflow; (%)

there is no need for local R & D, although the presence

of TNCs reduce attempts at self-reliance; and (5) the TNCs

are needed for access to world markets and world brand

names. (55-59)

The critics also made several points: (1) the _

Philippines could have gone for independent industrialization

in the early 1970s; (2) TNCs kill off the national

bourgeoisie, get the best brains, and have close relations

(along with other l_e corporations) with Ph_2ippine
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government agencies; (3) foreign governments intervene

in Philippine affairs on behalf of TNCs; (4) TNCs have

"national styles" (the Japanese are more aggressive than

the Americans); (5) TNCs hurt small business and create

a belief in the superiority of foreign products; and

lastly (6) some business people feel that they can compete

with NCs. (39- 2)

In reviewing a portion of the recent literature on

foreign investment in the Philippines, Stauffer points out

that much of it has been critical. He explains why this

is the case. "The 'other side' to the debate, of course,

exists in the established policies of the governmentJs

development program and the overarching 'business culture'

(1979:52) The need to laythat permeates society . . • •

out a larger vision, much less to subject to scrutiny, is,

one suspects, not deemed necessary by the proponents of

foreign investment.

The views of government officials are of particular

importance. The policies they enact and the regulations

they enforce have considerable impact on the economy.

Both success and failure in the Philippines'development

process has been laid at their door. One reason is that

the government is a major actor in the economy. In

addition, the 'business culture' of which Stauffer speaks

does not include laissez-faire as a tenet. One of the

earlier post-independence works on foreign investment in

the Philippines described Philippine enterprise in the

followin_ waI_
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When the American business community in the
Philippines uses the term "free enterprise," it is
thinking of the same institutional set-up their
counterparts in the United States are concerned with.
When, on the other hand, Filipino businessmen talk
of "free _nte_,prise," _hey appear to think of a
"private _ rather than of a "free" enterprise economy.
In other words, while they are, as a rule, opposed
to direct government activities in business under-
takings_ except perhaps when the gover_unent is
satisfied with the role of a junior partner, they
yet clamor for governm_nt protection, subsidies,
incentives, and discrimination (mostly against "aliens")
to an extent to which appears more r_,presentative
of a "corporate state" rather than of a capitalist
free enterprise economy. (Columbia University q958: 92)

Leaving aside the authors' view of American "free

enterprise," it remains true that there is considerable

involvement by the Philippine government in the economy,

including those parts in which foreigners invest.

Cagampang-de Castro (1977)provides a detailed examination

of the legal framework surrounding private foreign

investment. One chapter examines the impact of

Philippine nationalism on law and regulation; another

deals with foreign enterprise doing business in the

Philippines, discussing definitions, capacity to sue

and be sued, legal Jurisdiction, forms of business, and

mechanics of control of det_ision-makin_ in the corporate

form of business; and a third chapter focuses on specific

regulations and legal problems that arise from a

transnational corporation operating in a developing

economy.

Bacu_gan (1978) has put together a collection of

articles on the regulation of TNCs. The first half of

his collection, extracted from Tsuda, et a__l(_978),



presents a historical overview of foreign investment in

the Philippines as well as a considerable amount of data.

Following, there are sections on the regulatory powers

of government agencies over TNCs: the Central Bank,

Board of Investments, National Economic Development

Authority, and the Securities and Exchange Commission.

The volume ends with a "critical appraisal n section on

the need to regulate TNCs. The United Nations Joint

CTG/ESCAP Unit on Transnational Corporations Working

Paper No.11 (1980) is a summary of the Bacu_gan collection.

Robinson includes a chapter on the Philippines in

his study of the regulation of entry of foreign investment
4

in 15 countries. The Philippines, according to the
m

author, _Has the most complex entry control system in

the world." (1976: xlx)

The very complexity of the system invites
criticism, indeed, members of the LBoard of Investments]
staff admitted that they themselves did not have a
full understanding of all laws, regulations, and
procedures. One suspects that, given this complexity,
almost any project (assuming tha_ foreign ownership
be held with the appropriate limits) could be justified
on som_ basis. (150)

Other articles describing government policy towards

foreign investment and the relevant legal considerations

include Allen (1973a, 1973b, 1973c, 1974), L. Bautista

(1979), Camlas (1977), Draper (1974), and Virata (1972a).

Allen (1974) and Draper have undertaken comparative

discussions of foreign investment policies of ASEAN

member governments. In addition, Allen list_ suggestions

made by Japanese and American investors whom he ±Gta_viewed
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as to what policies that they would like to see

implemented in Southeast Asia. (1975: 43-_+4; 1973b: 40)

After pointing out that there is control over the

entry of foreign investment in the Philippines, Virata

makes a rath_r controversial statement: "Cnce the

business is established, the companies, whether foreign

or owned by Filipinos, operate on equal footing." (1972a:

262) Golay argues that, on the coatrary, the

implementation of exchange and import controls in the

1950s and the judicial inte_pretation of the Retail

Nationalization Law, to cite two examples, resulted in

Filipino businesses receiving favored treatment. (1969:
o

61, 68) Henares agrees with Golay that government policy

was not neutral during the period of import and exchange

controls, but he disagrees on who the beneficiaries were.

He gives examples to buttress his position that in spite

of a Filipino first policy,by the Central Bank, forei@ners

were able to get foreign exchange "to preempt the most

profitable business opportunities in the country."

(1979a: I%7)

The termination of the Laurel-Langley Agreement

July 4, 4974, brought to an end an American imposed

provision whereby the Philippine government a_reed to

accord citizens of the United States national treatment

in engaging in certain economic activities. The discussions

and negotiations surrounding the adjustments in the

status of Americans, particularly the legal problems of

divestment of land ownership, are examined by Landes and
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Landes (1977). The authors give two estimates of the

amount of land to be divested: 5550 hectares as of 1972

and 2648 hectares as of 197_. They identify 117 U.S.

firms that are affected by the end of the "parity"

agreement. By mid-1976 84 of these firms had complied

with the new legal situation, while 26 had not (leavi_

7 unaccounted for). (II, 208-210)

Relevant Supreme Court rulings, the political climate

of the time, government policies, and private sector views

are discussed in chapter III. In chapter IV the actual

process of divestment is described. Three options were

available, each involving either sale or donatio_ of the

affected land or other assets. One entails no further

interest in the property; another, a lease-back arrangement,

and the third, the creation of a holding company with

lease-back. Transferees include government agencies,

charitable organizations, and "friendly" firms, on the

one hand, and employees' pension funds on the other.

(Iv, 57-141)

A three part criteria is put forward by Landes and

Landes to examine the various divestment mechanisms:

"bon..___fid__eabsolute t_ansfer of property ownership,

qualifications of transferee [i.e., transferee is a Filipino

1 'citizen , and minimization of the financing required for

transfer [to avoid disruption of financial marketsj."

(IV, 137) The authors question whether or not those

transfers that involved pension funds meet the bona fide
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requirement. ( IV, I_3-1_4)

They conclude that the change that took place with

the expiration of the Laurel-Langley Agreement "did not

take Ithe]form of either [a]mass exodus of US investors

or the state escheat of US business or land holdings by

the]Philippine government. It seems then that, without

resorting to these radical means by either side, both

p tios to gain [sic]what they wanted from thesucceeded

change." (IV, 147) Nevertheless, they go on to note that

the rental on the lease-backed lands were often less than

two percent of their value, reflecting "the relatively

weak position of the Philippine government, which has

chosen deliberately to minimize necessary finance needs

for divestment." (IV, 148-149)

llI. S_ize of Foreign Investment in the Philippines

The importance of equity investment by non-citizens

has been a central issue in the literature. In this

section we look at the relevant statistics. Although

there is more to the question of the significance or

importance than the data reviewed here, quantitative

information is basic to the discussion. In addition,

most of the contributions have not gone beyond looking

at the numbers "involved.

A major pre-independence discussion of the size of

foreign investment in the Philippines is that of Callis

(19_21 also see 1943). His primary source of information

was a survey bj the United States Tariff Commission
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(1937; also see 1931), although additional referen ,',''s

were cited, particularly for non-American investm_,,t.

Data on American investment during this period al_*,,can

be obtained from publications of the United States Depart-

ment of Commerce. Callis considered the Tariff Co_f,,_ission

data preferable because the latter (1) was based os

appraised value of assets rather than book value .mL

(2) included investments of Americans resident in I,he

Philippines, a significant component of investment by

U.S. citizens in the Philippines at that time. (12)

Other estimates of pro-independence foreign invest,J,,at

data can be found in Phil. ,Technical Committee (1911'._)

and Inamura (1978). For discussions of the data |'t_

addition to that of Callis, see Golay (1966), Lan,l-,'

and Landes (1977), Subido (1975). Suva Martin (197;'),

and _suda, et a____l(1978).

Since 19_43 major sources of statistics would Ij1clude

the Economic Census 0f the Philippine s for the ye,_i'_

d998 and 1961 (Phil., Bureau of the Census and St.ilstics

1953; 1965), the "Study of Private Foreign Invest,J.,_s

in the Philippines; Interim Report" (Phil., Inter-Ak_ency

Working Group 1972c; also see 1972b), and the

..Curr_entBusiness and other publications of the Unll,,,d

States Department of Commerce (1955; 1960; and no ,l,_te).

Itcheo_ (1958) cites data published by the Securi_.l,'S

and Exchange Commission on newly registered firms, t,s

well as information collected by the Central Bank ,n_

firms en_aging in foreign exchange transactions Ill1956.
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Bantegui (1965)gathered statistics £or the period 1956-

1965 on 108 American firms of the 157 he says were

registered in the Philippines at that time, and Poblador

(1971) collected data for fl96_ and 1965 on corporations

with assets of at least 21.0 million. Valdepe_as (1970)

gives as one of his data sources the "Survey of ForeiEn

Participation in Philippine Industry, _ a report of the

Industry Survey Committee (Department of Commerce and

Industry, Bureau of Census and Statistics, and Securities

and Exchange Commission), released March 1967.

The U.S. Department of Commerce statistics have

the advamtage of being a series so that changes over time

can be observed. During most of the twentieth century,

when American investments formed the bulk of non-Chinese,

foreign investment in the Philippines, the pattern of

U.S. investment was often used as a proxy for the total.

llowever, as investments by Japanese firms are becoming

a larger part of the total, reliance on American data is

increasingly inadequate, Statistical information from

Japan should be accessed. See the discussion in Tsuda

(1978: 3).

Since 1968 Business Day has published yearly lists of

the 1000 largest non-financlal corporations in the economy.

In some years (e.g, the issue for fl97@) the annual includes

articles which identify subsidiaries of transzational

corporations. Those included are usually wholly owned;

therefore, the lists should not be coasidered comprehensive.
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For several years in the 19608 the Bu_i._e_sR_ie_w

(University of the East) compiled lists of the 100 and

150 largest firms in the economy (see the August issues

beginning in 1963 and the one for December 1963). Both

the Busi.uess Day_ and the Business _R_evie.w.publications

have been used by researchers to identify foreign

investment among the larger firms in the economy. Yoshihara

(1971a, 1971b, 1971c, and 1971d), for example, gathered

information on ownership for large firms listed in

Business Day's IOOQ Largest CorporationsL 1968.

Tsuda, et a_.__l(1978) and HacDougald (1981) attempt to

establish the population of firms with foreign-owned"

equity as well as the smaller group of firms with equity

investments by TNCs. A quick glance is sufficient to see

that the two lists are not the same. In addition to the

two year difference in time periods in which ownership

information was collected, the discrepancy is no doubt•

attributable to the difficulty in establishing the larger

population from •which firms with •foreign-equity are to be

selected, as well as obtaining the correct ownership

information from the Securities and Exchange Commission

or other sources. A related problem is that of identifying

,the nationality of the ultimate owner. For example, if

firm X and firm Y are both incorporated in the Philippines,

if firm X is 51 percent owned by firm Y, and if firm Y

is 51 percent owned by non-ci_,izens (the other 49 percent

being owned by Filipinos in both cases), is firm X to

be considered fore i_n owned? Poblador (1971:5), Lindsey
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(1976: 134-135), and ¢agampang-de Castro (1977: 7@-77)

discuss this question.

In recent studies of foreign investment in the

Philippines_ the terms foreign investor and transnational

(or multinational) corporation have been used almost

interchangeably. Some have provided definitions of _NCs,

but most have not. Villegas, et al do provide a three

part criteria and claim to have used it to identify _NCs

among the 1OOO largest firms in the country in 1975.

(1977: 53) However, their sample appears to be limited

to those TNCs listed in the 197@ issue of Business Da:_'s

_O00 LarEest qor_or_tions for which information is 4

included in the 1975 issue of that publication.

Questions of quality of data, comparability of data

sources, coverage, types of assets to be included, and

percent of equity participation necessary for control or

substantial influence, with a few major exceptions that

we will refer to in the course of this review, have not

been major topics of discussion in studies on foreign

investment. The reader should bear this in mind as we

briefly look at the statistics that have been presented

in the literature.

Callis reports American investment in the Philippines

at _2OO million in 1935, 80 percent of which was direct

investment. It was "considerably below British investment

in Malaya or Dutch investments in Netherlands India."

Nevertheless, the U.S. was by far the largest investor

in the Philippines, comprising about 50 percent o£ direct
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foreign investment (40 percent if esti__Jatesof resident

Chinese are included). (1942:12-13, 22) Statistics

presented by Inamura for the same year list the American

total at a slightly higher figure than that given by

Callis, but inasmuch as he includes Filipino as well as

foreign ownership, the American sh_re re_ains at the 50

percent level. Interestingly, the proportion Inamura

reports owned by Filipinos (1_.5 percent) and Spanish

(6.7 percent) sum to approximately the proportion Callis

attributes to the Spanish (22 percent). (1978: 59) No

doubt there are substantial difficulties in assigning

nationality.

U.S. Department of Commerce figues are much lbwer

than those presented by Callis and Inamu_a: _92 million

in 1936. At the end of the post-war recovery period, 1950,

this source estimates Am.erican investment in the Philippines

to be $1_9 million. By 1960 it was _@14 m_llion almost

triple the 1950 f_gure. In 1970 it was j6_O million, and

by 1979 it had increased to $I,317 million. (Tsuda etal

_978: !_, 31_ Survey of Curreut Business Aui_st 1980: 27)

If anything, the share of foreign investment owned by

U.S. citizens has become even more significant than it

was in the mid-1930s. In 1970 it was estimated that almost

80 percent of foreign-owned equity among 900 of the larsest

1000 firms in the economy was America_. (Phil., Inter-

Agency d9720:16)

On the basis of the aEgre_ate statistics, however,

the Philippines has not in the past nor does it currently
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loom large in the overall foreign investment of the

United States. This point is stressed by Golay (1980).

.The investments are no doubt very important to individual

U.S. citizens and firms, but not to the group of foreign

investors as a whole. If there are specific areas of

investment that are in some sense crucial or strategic to

the United States, we have not seen the case made.

Landes and Landes calculate the portion of U.S.

overseas investment located in the Philippines for

selected years since 1929 as varying between 0.6 and 1.3

percent, with a declining trend. (1977: If, 18@) Gallis

discusses the reasons for these low figures during tie
r

colonial and commonwealth periods: (1) American proximity

to the raw producing areas of Canada and tropical Central

America, (2) the lack of special incentives offered to

Americans investing in the Philippines, (3) restrictive

land holding laws, (4) problems of double taxation, and

(5) knowledge that the United States might withdraw from

the Philippines. (19_2: S0-11)

On the other hand, prior to independenc_ there is

little question that foreign investment was a significant

force in the Philippines. Inamura sets the share of Filipinos

in ownership of other than agricultural lands and real

estate in 1935 at less than 15 percent of the total. Golay

on the other hand, places the American share of Philippine

capital stock other than in agricultural lands, in the

mid-193Os at 22.3 percent. (1980) If as Callis

argues the Americans comtrolled about one-half of foreign
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investments, the portion of the total owned by Filipinos

would be approximately 55 percent. Although the foreign

portion implied in Golay's calculations is much smaller

than Inamura suggests, it is still quite substantial.

The Economic Census .of the Philippines._9._8, reports

that Filipinos controlled 52 percent of the total assets

in the seven non-financial sectars of the economy in that

year. Foreigners owned the majority of assets, however,

in four of the seven sectors: electricity (82%), mining

(58%), commerce (55%), and manufacturing (51%).

(Columbia University 1958: 51)

Since 19_8, the issue has not been so clear. O.verall,

the share of productive assets owned by non-ci_izans has

decreased. Surapath calculates that Americans' share in

the assets of the I_0 largest industrial and commercial

firms in 1963 was 30 percent, sad their equity share was

35 percent. (1965: 78) The Inter-Agency Working Group

estimates non-citizens' share of the equity of 900 of the

1000 largest firms in 1970 (Phil., Inter-Agency 1972c: 16)

to be 40 percent. If smaller economic units are included,

no doubt the foreign controlled proportion would be even

smaller. In addition, there has been a shift in th_._

sectoral location of foreign investment.

Almost 80 percent U.S. direct investment in the

Philippines as of 1935 was in mining (23%), public

utilities (2(F%), sugar centrals (14%), plantations (12%),

and merchandising (11%). (Callis 19_2: 17) _he investments'i

of other major foreign participants in the pre-independence
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period were in commerce and finance (Chinese, British),

abaca plantations and base metal mining (Japanese),

and gold and silver mining and tobacco (Spanish).

(U.S., Department of Commerce fl955:7-8) In the post-

World '4at II period, however, manufacturing has become

the principal receipien_ of foreign investment. In their

study Tsuda, et al found that manufacturing accounted for

56 percent of total foreign investment in the mid-1970s,

with finance and insurance, mining and quarrying, and

trade accounting for between 12 and fl@percent each.

(1978: II26-27) The In_er-Agency Working Group found

very nearly the same distribution for 1970. (_972c: 2"I)

If attention is restricted to the larger firmm in

the economy the relative importance of foreign investmen_

increases. For example, Poblador reports that in _965

Filipinos owned 85.6 percent of the equity of firms in the

non-financial sector of the economy with net adjusted

assets of between _1.0 million and )'10.0 million. However ,

the proportion was significantly less -- 60.2 percent --

for firms with assets of at least )'10.O million. The

proportion was further reduced to 57.2 percent for the

5_oup of firms amon_ the flOO largest. (1971; 22, 39)

Lindsey finds a similar pattern in the ownership of manu-

facturin_ firms in 1970. Amcng the 5 largest or flO largest

firms, approximately one-half of the firm assets are owned

by non-citizens, but for the 60 or 100 largest, the

proportion is less than %0 percent, (1976; 136)
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Foreign investment is not evenly spread in the

economy as we have seen. Nor is it equally distributed

among the manufacturing industries; its importance is greater

in some than in others. Using data fro_._the k'conQmic

Census of the Phil_iooines, 1961 ,Valdepe_s looks at the

percent of output attributable to foreign-owned firms

(defined to be firms with less than 60 percent Filipino-owned

equity). At the two-digit ISIC level of agij.Te6ation , in

only four manufacturing firms is more than 50 percent of

total output in 1961 attributable to foreign firms:

metal products (52%), rubber products (5_%), chemicals

and chemical products (69%), and petroleum (100%). (_970:

549-55o)

Restricting his analysis _6 larger firms, Lindsey

finds foreign participation somewhat greater than did

Valdepe_as- in eight of 20 two-digit ISIC manufacturing

industries at leas_ @0 percent of the assets of firms

which are among the 1OO largest is foreign-owned. (1976:

141)

Magallona also argues that foreign participation is

significant in several industries. After examining the

industrial location of T};Cs as presented in B us_ness Day's

•IQOO Largest Corporations, 197@, he makes the foliowing

observation: "Out of q5 industry lines in the manufacturing

sector •where TNCs are strong, they enjoy virtual monopol_

in four, dominate four others, and are prominent in all

other lines." (1977:109)
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Villegas, et al, using the q975 issue of the Business

Day publication, arrive at a silnilar conclusion. The 85

TNCs in their study can be placed into 22 industries at

the three-digit level of classificaticn. In 9 of these

industries the TNC-affiliated firms account for more than

50 percent of tae total assets for firms among 1000 largest.

This leads the authors to speak of the "overwhelming

presence" of TNCS. (q977: 59-40)

Summarizing, we find that the dominant position of

foreign investment that existed prior to independence has

been reduced substantially. Fllipinization, at least in

BOmB sectors Of the economy, is surely a reality. Nevertheless,

foreign participatioa in the eccnom.v cannot be vie'wed as

quantitatively unimportant. This is particularly the

case if one's attention is restricted to the larger economic

units. There has been a shift in the sectoral composition

of foreign investment, with manufacturing becoming the major

recipient of foreign-owned equity. Within ,,snufacturing,

foreign investment appears concentrated in •certain

industries, and in those •industries foreign control •looms

large.

/he significance of the pattern or evolution of

foreign participation has not been addressed in this

section. Here we have simply presented data. The quantitative

informatiou has a bearing on the significance, but the latter

is a much larger •issue. We shall t:_ke up the topic prior

to concluding this review. Now we turn to mcre narrowly

defined issues under the rubrics of deteEmJ_-_ants of
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forei_ investment and benefit/cost s,nalysis.

IV. Factors.... Affectinf _.the__ D_.c_si:_.n_t ,.Invest

The decision-m:_king process of investing firms,

particularly the traasnationals, is complex; no one reason

can be singled ou_. At time global consider_tions

dominated. One American executive put it this way:

After we consolidated our markets in the United States,
we turned to Canada and South ' -" When,_me_ lea. we

consolidated our market and facilities there, we

turned to Europe We have now consolidated our
2

market and facilities in Europe.and we will now turn

to the developing countries of Asia and Africa•

(quoted in Allen 1975b:_)

A Japanese investigator described practices of firms

from his country in the post war period until tie _id-

1970s as Eoing into "enterprises which assured Japan of

a steady or sustaln=d supply of natural resources "

(Inamura, 1978:

The concern with natural resources also played a role

in early American investment in the Philippines.

In the past, external forces represented by needs of
the United _tates for basic raw materials were clesrly

a major factor influencing the character of the bulk of

foreign investment and the timing of such ventures.

The development of sugar and coconut production, for
example, came when there was a high demand for these

products. (U.S., Department of Commerce 1955:9)

Allen (1973a; 1973b; 1973c) and Lindsey (1981a) utilize

the interview and questionnaire approach in an attempt to

gain an understanding of determinants of recent foreign

investment. Both find the domestic market, its size and

growth potential, is the major consideration of investors,

Japanese respondents in Allen's survey list raw materials
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as the second most important factor, while the ,_me_-icans

are more concerned about acquiring a 10w-cost base to

manufacture for export. According to Allen this latter

factor will become more import:_nt in the future in

Japanese decision-making. (Allen 1975a" 11, .-0, 1973b"

I -17)

The managers interviewed by Lindsey,,on tee other hand,

mentiom tariffs and other trade restrictions as the second

most important consideration in their •firms.'•decision to

invest. Third in the list of determinants are factors

concerned with labor, both its cost .and its skill. (1981a:

10-12)

Allen differentiates between reasons for investin_

aad conduciveness of the investmentment climate. Political

a_d economic stability is at the top of the list; without

stability the respondents say they wo,uld "definitely not

invest." There is also a general concern expressed for

access to foreign exchange. Beyond these two considerations

the Japanese appear to be more interested in the stability

of the labor•force, good joint venture partners, and

accessfro local finance. Cn the other hand, lack of ..

restrictions on equity participation and adequate support
,. .

facilities are mentioned by Americans as being important.

_llen asked his respondents what policies they would like

to see the Southeast Asian governments implement. He

ends his monographs by summarizin_ the views. (1975a:

16-18 _ 19755:19)
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Inamura also mentions political stability as a mjor

concern of the Japanese. In addition he notes the importance

of the termination of the L_urel-L_l_[ley agreement and

the ratification of the Japan-Philippine Treaty of Amity,

Commerce, and Navig_tion. (1978:55-57) Other authors,

including government officials, mention in passing both

reasons for investing and the political and economic

climate necessary. The chapter by Otikker in the Asian

D6vel0pment Bank volume Sguth._._stis_a's Economy in the............... . .. -- __

qg?Os_ contains a rather extensive list. Entitled "The

_mpact of Private Foreign Investment," the section on

thePhilipplnes appears to be much more concernedwith

assessing the suitability of the Philippine economy for

foreign investment. (Stikker 1971)

In the two surveys a few f,lctors were mentioned as

not being of major consideration. Lindsey's respondents

marked government incentives (as contrasted with restrictions

or requirements) aS being unimportent, while Allen

questions the significance of tax incentives. Interestingly,

Allen does not emphasize profitability.

It was clear from the intecviews that while profits
are an underlying force in all [Ja_.anese]invest,nents,
the return to a specific project in isolation plays
a minimal role. The effect on overall consolidated
accounts of the subsidiaries overseas and the home
plants over a period of time is the more meaningful
basis for consideration. (1973a:lln; similar comments
are made in 1973b about __merican investors:qe)

The one a_tempt to quantify the determin;Jnts of foreign

investment in the Philippines is that of ;]ubido (1974; 1975).'

The author concludes, "On the whole, the l_indings from the
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study provide empirical support to the hypothesis that

the rate of return is the primary determinant of direct•

foreign investment." (1974: 257) She uses two sets of

data for her investigation: a time series of American

investment from 1950 to 1970 from the U.S. Department of

Commerce, and a cross-section of all foreign investment

1965-1970 from the Inter-Agency Working Group.

In the time series analysis investment is explained

primarily by profit rate and a dummy variable distinguishing

the years of import and exchange controls from the period

without controls. The coefficient for value added in

manufacturing is not significant, and the nominal tariff

and wage rate variables, although discussed in the rex% are

not included in the equations presented. The author

interprets the statistical significance of the dummy

variable as evidence "that decontrol had a positive effect

on foreign equity investment." (1974:258) The fact that

the average rate of growth of U.S. investment in the

Philippines in the 195Os was double that of the 49608

seem to put her comment at variance with the historical

record. (See Tsud% et a.___l1978: III, 57.) Also, it would

have been useful in interpreting the •results to have had

some explanation as•to why the overall profit rate of

American investment varied in the first place.

Subido uses a threshold model to explain foreign

investment in her cross secticu model. Below certain levels

the profit rate and growth rate of revenue are postulated

to be positively r_lated to the size of foreign investment;
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above those levels, the relationshi_ does not hold.

The model is estimated for different cut-off points for

6 groupings of firms, and the results tended to confirm

the threshold hypothesis, though more so for the profit

rate than the growth rate variable. The effective rate

of protection is not significant. On the other hand, long

term debt is highly significant in almost all _roupings.

In her discussion the author refers to Allen's comment

that both Japanese and American investors desire to use

loan financing and concludes there will be a "direct

relationship" between the variable and foreign investaent,

but she doesn't say in which direction or why.(1974a 249)

Also the use of 1970 profit rates to explain 1965-1970

investment is bothersome; it would have been preferable

in our view to have used 196_ profit rates.

Subido's work is _mportant in part because her

results differ substantially from those of Allen and

Lindsey. They find market size and growth, tariffs,

and low-cost production possibilities the major deter"
i.

minants of the decision to invest, .while Subido does not.

More work in this area is needed to reconcile the

difference in survey and econometric work.

V. Benefit.s and Cos_ts:.[5ome Preli_inarie.s.

The debates between proponents and critics of foreisn

investment can usually be described in terms of benefits

and costs. Even when this is not the case, these

calculations are almost always a part of the ar_u:,lent.
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Below are noted items that are often referred to in the

literature. The list is not exhaustive, but it is

representative. The reader will note theft fol- every

point, there are positions pro s_id contra.

Boner it.S of .Fore iKn Inve stT_en.t_

1. Provide needed capital

2. Improve the balance of payments throu_h
a. Capital inflow
b. Exports
c. Import substitution

5. Transfer technology

_. Generate employment opportunities
a. Directly by hiring workers
b. Indirectly through purchases of materials _nd

services for the production process and t_ough
employees spending incomes

5. Develop and upgrade skills of workers

6. Develop and upgrade management capabilities

7. Stimulate new industries
a. Directly through investment
b. Indirectly through purchases and sales (linkases)

8. Stimulate competition

9. Increase national income

10. Develop natural resource industries of the country

11. Contribute to the growth, development, and modernization
of the economy

Costs (Limits to Benefits) of Foreign Investment

1. Utilize local capital at the expenses of domestic
enterprise; use retained earnings rather than new
capital

2. Worsen balance of payments by
a. Repatriating capital and remitting profits,

royalties, technical and management fees, and
other service incomes
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b. Rest,rioting the exports of goods produced by
local subsidiaries

c. Maintaining a hiEh import content in goods
produced by local subsidiaries

3. Transfer inappropriate and/or outdated technology;
transfer only portions of relevant technologies;
restrict dissemination of technolo_y throughout
the economyby patents, secrets, and other means;
undertake only insignificant amoLmts of research and

development locally

_. _imit employment generation
a. Directly because of high capital intensity of

production units
b. Indirectly because of high import content of

production processes and because of limited direct
e mp1oymen

5. Confine skill development to a few areas because of
limited demend for other than unskilled labor, • and
because of limited range of skills utilized due,to
simple nature of equipment and processes transferred
to the local economy

6. Restrict development of local managerial talent
because control of operations is to a large extent
retained by the home •or regional office of the foreign
_investor, and because expatriates are used in key
positions •• ' :

7, Contribute little to the stimulation of new industries
because
a. Investment by foreigners:is usually in industries

in which others - foreigners or Filipinos - are
already producing

b. Linkage effects are limited due to high import .
content of goods produced by foreign firms and
because local production is usually not of

.... •intermediate goods

:8. Create monopoly preserves, driving out loCalproducers,
and use world wide economic power, to intimidate .

.i potential Filipino competitors _.

9. Contribute to the skewness of the existing distribution
of income

10. DepleTe and exhaust the natural ?esources of the
country for the bene.fit of foreigners

11. Distort the pattern of production_ reinforce the
existing pattern of wealth .and power; infringe upon the
sovereignty of the nation; and perpetuate and intensify
the dependent, as contrasted with independent or
autonomous, condition of the economy and society
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Several comments should be made, about tl_e above li_t.

First, few, if any have attempted a comprei_ensive benefit/

cost analysis for the Philippine situ_tion; what is listed

is a compilation of the points of many wr_te_.s. Second,

the view of any one writer may include factors that fall

both on the benefit side and the cost side. _klso there

has been almost no attempt to stril_-e a balance (but see

below); most writers have taken up only one or two of the

points listed above. Fourth, not much is known about

the impact of government policies.

"Relatively little is known about the interaction
of industrial policies and foreign investment in the
Philippines. The casual relationship has not.been
examined; the structure of industrial policies, nob
clearly defined until recently; aJ%d foreign invest!nen_
data is often inadequate." (3ubido 1978, as quoted i_
Tsuda, et a.._l1978: 111,20)

Finally, the issues mentioned in the las_ item on

each of the above lists -- development, modernization,

dependency, and impact on social relations, wealth, _d

power -- go well beyond the normal benefit/cost calculus.

They are the most important issues, the other more

narrowlydefined items, deriving their significance in

large part from their relationship to these more difficult

questions. The complexity of the analysis required to

investigate them, however, is enormous. Even the best

attempts must necessarily be conditional, and often the

suggestive rather than the definitive must do. Inasmuch

as a combination of sociological, political, and ec0no_ic

theory is re lui1'ed the chances for co:_sensu_ are nil. The

advantages of inquiring in to the more narrowly defined topics
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limit the arena of debate over the more complex issues.

Therefore, we largely confine this review to the former.

Cumagtun is the only author of _hich we are aware

who consciously attempts to use socio-economic criteria

to evaluate the social impact of foreign _nvestment. In

addition he uses business criteria to assess private

benefit. Industries are ranked by both criteria and

divided into groups based upon whether their private and/

or social benefit is high or low. High and low, however,

remain uadefined. The author looks at the concentration

of transnational firm activity in each " "_indus _ry ,.

concentration being measured in turn by sales, assets,

and number of firms.

The object of the exercise,• of course, is to relat_

industrial concentration to benefit and cost. Cumagun

finds TNCs concentrated in the hish public-high private

Bud high public-low private groups of industries.

Unfortunately, he does not say which concentration

measure is used, nor does be put forth any explanation

for the pattern that he found. (I.979: 75-101) The

results do, however, tend to support Cumagun's conclusion.

As a conclusion, this paper reiterates in the
affirmative the original premise of the study: that
multinationals have contributed positively to our
economic growth, and that given the propel• guidelines
and perspective, _Cs can be harnessed to contribute
even more in our country's quest for faster socio-
economic development. (13_)

If we look at Cumagun's indexes even more problems

arise. For his socio-economic criteria, he uses 6 variables:
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export orientation, import-substitution potential, forward

linkages, backward iinka_es, value added per worker, and

value added per capital. Beyond the inevitable questions

of whether the proper variables were chosen or the proper

weights employed, there is a more • basic problem. The

first four variables are all expFe_sed as percentages of

industry output; the last two, unfortunately, are not.

In particular, value added per worker will be larger than

the other variables by several orders of magnitude, and

this is not compensated by the weighting scheme. If

Cumsgun's calculations are as he describes, the socio'-

economic criteria amount to not much more than dividing

industries on the basis of value added per worke#.

Thus, although his approach is quite interesting, his

results do not provide us with an understanding of the

s0oio-economic contribution of multinational firms.

There has also been one attempt to construct a

_enewal equilibrium model of the foreign investment

process in the Philippines. Although not stl,ictly an

effort in benefit/cost analysis,: we take it up here

because it addresses several issues simultaneously •

(and because there is no other place that a discussion

of it can be conveniently inserted).

Bos, Sanders, and Lecchi built a mac_o-economic

model to examine the impact of p_ivate _or,:[gn investucnt

in developing countries. Since the Philippines is one

of the countries to which the model is applied, we shall

•examine their work. 2he authors' mo_Jel consists of 38
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authors, the marginal approach "is useful in m_ny pract i_tal

situations, with little data avail_bility, oi" :_n irl-egular

behavior of[the private foreign investment] sector." (floe)

To get their marginal effect, however, additional restrictive

assumptions are necessary mak.irkg,it voz7 difficult for

the model to describe "irregular behavior",

The chapter on the Philippines utilizes the marginal

approach because the z'equisite duta is available only for

196_ and 196_. After discussin_ data difficulties and

the simplifications necessary to e._]ti,_atecoefficients,

and after pointing out that the results ar_ sensitive to

these assumptions, they present their conclu_ions: private

foreign investment in the Philippines, altl;ough s small

part of GNP, still contributes favorably to the growth of

income; the balance of payments d_ficit that results from

foreign investment is limited; and savin£s Eeneratcd

directly and indirectly by foreign investu_unt is _._ina].l,

(229) ,• • •

•Gives the limitations of their general _od,Jl and the

restrictive assumptions of the " _ " " "marginai approach, it is

difficult •to believe that their wol.k pi_vides any useful_

contribution to our _nderstanding of the £ore ig/_

investment in the Philippines. The autho.rs _eem to

concur; t'IYeywrite in their chaptul, c,,:_ the [-hiliF_pin_s

that "the exercise can be considel:'ed _, 'c_ study of

' but most of all, it rc;,:.-u:_:,_tsanthe Philippines,

empirical application of _he metho,dolo_fj . . . °" [ __'_;_,.)
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VI. Ca_i_sl2ontribu[ion

Among the firut items mentioned in most listings of

the benefit_ of foreign investment is that of the

contribution of capital funds. Given the relatively

low level •of per capita GDP in third world countries, it

is argued that there is a lack of sufficient saving to

undertake the investment necessary for development;

assistance from the outside is needed. B. Villegas has

been among the strongest advocates of foreign investment

for this reason. In Villegas, et a___lhe and his colleagues go

so far as to define foreign direc_ investment as "the

inflow of foreign currency into the country for investment

purposes." (1977z _) Given the debates, both for the

Philippine case and elsewhere, on whether foreign equity

investments ential significant inflow of funds, and given

the broad nature of their discussion, it is interesting

that the authors define the process in this manner. But

it is indicative of the importance they and others place

on financial flows.

They also argue that the bulk of foreign capital

must be from direct investment rather than from loans.

Several reasons are given: there are limits to what

foreign creditors will lend; the Central Bank is monitoring

additional loans because of the large size of the existing

foreign debt; and Filipinos are unlikely to obtain foreign

loans in areas such as pioneer or preferred projects.

"It would be unrealistic to expect that foreign creditors

would be willing to lend large amounts to Filipinos who
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are venturing for the first time it' new indus,tr£al projects."

(17"18) A cursory look at, balance of p_.W::_er_ts fi.gureJ

(see Table 1) shows that loans, b,_th offtci._l a__d priv..'_e,

have been an important source off fo_._:i._;_-__:a[_it_l ['or the

Philippines, particularly since th_ .,:_i.d-1_:_60._.The
:

position of Ville_as, et a______lmajr hav_: ......" _.e]evance in the

long term, but for the present a:]d ne_r _future t:hoir first

argument does not appear to hold, Their third point,

however, is both the most importuner and cr_e mo_t intri6ui.n6.

Wewould like to see the evidence,

...... Anal_sis of _he flow and uti!iz:,t_c_ of loan capital

is an important topic. However, in_mUcii as most of :the

literature.on foreign investment in the Phili[>i:,ines de_-_Is

primarily with equ.ity psr_icipati,Jr_ _,, __h_.llrefer to it

,.omly isfrequently in this review.

•.l_mom the official pellet .of V_ew, equity invest_nents by

non-Fil_pinos have been vJ.ewed _:::.:_i_,_d_,.'hl:..._ytO IO.C-_I s.:_vin_
•. ,.. . • . .

."Ou_"policy-make._.s re_l.lze thaithe bulk of investment

-comes from domestic ,_;avinEs a_:_d_...,,)ma_,.t_,_rhow liberal
. ,. :

. - . - '.. , , •

the fiscal incentiv__ m_y be, (:n],?_ _:_i:_llhumbert of
• . • .

.foreign i=vestors do c_.,,_,_...,o"(Vir._.,t_,.1_)'/2a: 265) 'fhe

conentious point in uhe ].i_z.atu_r_ _:as been rather mol'e

basic; namely, has there been fo._.-.arWdr_fiue.d period o£

time a net inflow cf e.luity-link,:-d, fiu_:_c_ai reso_cces

into the country. Althoug_h the :.tt;:._t;i._tJ.,:s are not _s

complete or as .precise as one wou[d <i,._J_-e_the numbers

have usually not been the issue, i_uther, the debate h:._s

been one of definition and loijic, b_e ,i_:_..-..u_._si.onsin
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Bantegui (q965), Sura:_-_th (l),.-_),

Group (Philippines 1972b, 197_._c), E_;i_-itu (1977),

Magallona (fl977), B. Villegas, <:r .-_].('Ig77)) i<._I.Villegus

(1978), Tsuda, e_: ,,:l. (_978), C_,_I_:_.(_'>/':)), _d i l_nares

(1979 ).

Three major sou_.c_.s on fina_cial flow:.__"_ Lccn

used: the survey by the inter-Ag_1_cy _.<,._q{in_,_ Gi.oup,

balance of payment's statistics from th_ C_._utra] _<,_ikof

the. Philippines as published in its annual _'_'_'_''__r.........or from

its Department of Economic Research, and ti'_

Current Business or other publications of ti_.eU _'._ : _ . .o. l)opal,tmenb

of Commerce. Although coverage and defi:_itic,ns differ)the

results do not. When net equity c,_.,.,_t._lflows are _ompared

with income remittances by parent I'it"m_.f :._).,,.,,.;u_d, the latter

is larger,, often by one or m<_:e orde.t,,.-_ .... _f m._t_nitt_de. .,r,,_h._"s-

is true for any _easonable time p(_riod _inc_ independe_:o.

_suda, et a_.__!lgathered date •[_,omthe Department of

Commerce publications for the p,_riod 19:)6 to q9'i76. In 7

of the 31 years (1957, ")96_-1965) 1969, IU69, and 1974)

ns_ cap_tal inflow was 6_-_'eater_t},_:_n.income _.eceived by

U.S. parent companies I a the ot!te.r _years this wa.'_• . 2% , ..

not the case. For the ea<ir_ pe_'[od remittances were

approximately double c.upital .i_flo_. ("l:J"7<]: III) _1-_5)

Statistics from the Central Bank a r_ given in B.

Villegas, et al for the period "Ic)6.5to "]971 (_977: 59)

and by Maga!lona for the period "196_ to ]97J (1977 :_"115).

Henares gives summaries for the 19_9-1960 and 196_-'19'_6

periods. ('1979a: "16_) Inasmuch as thero a.:'esmall
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•discrepancies• in the infermat iou ..,'(._ort.,_l_r"._/,,.ILh,..'ti_!_

periods presented are relatively _hol-t, we _]_cid_:d to

gather the data ourselves (see fable 2). 9he re,,_,_,._will

note that the classification of wi-_Lti_ i_L.._i_d,::adii'_':.._-:,,._

slightly by columll due to dita limitations: inve;_i'_.._.c:_..

inflow and capital l-epatriation rei'ez-to lurc.i6__-u,_ncd

resources ; portfolio capital movements include _i_:tez':_,..,:,ional

transactions in Philippine securities by both fo_.cl._..,..._'__

and (presumably) non-resident Filipinos { and inve._,:_,nt

income, fees, and royalties are the _,o_;--iout f]ow_, Two

totals are given.- The first does not includ_ mana_c_ment

fees and copyright and royalty payment_._ the second ,.i(,_.:.

Thereason is that much of the.p_j:.,.;_r__"_," " ....._q *_o:_ c.+_t._:C..._._?,:_"' _r_.

•used to transfer i.nc,_',c_,. on ir_w:._:,........'<,..__.;..b,:.,£__'ei._3_,:_..._,:'s,_.,u[._,_::___
" " r

• of it is payment by Fii,i.pino firms. Thu_, ._";iventhe " :

' available statistics, [;_e .first tot:_l is an.tm_ierstate!:_ent "

of the 'situation', .and the second may bu an. ove_-_atom_i:_',t:.
• .. .

•- ..

.. FOr the 20 year [_eriod beginning in "1961, u.,in_ tr_ :

morenarrowly .defined.impact of foreign investment on. 'i
,... .... • , . . .

domestic saving (Total I) in only fouryears (q975, J97>,

1976, and _978) did net capital, inflow uxceed, remit.tauce.'_'.
, .. . • • . • "

If the broader definition •.is used, outflows exceeded :".::
• . . . • .

c

inflows every year except   975. .The total outflowis just

short of USSJ.O billion. • For the period 1949-_960 Hen_res

repot.ted a net outflow of U_207 mill ion. (_979s : q6_)

The Inter-A_ency Working Group data for _he pe]._iod

_955 to q970 on 900 large firms show ti_._,the net inflow

of equity capital minus remitted income--_ su_u_]to -F_79 million



TABLE 2

tlet Flow of Forel_n Direct Investment and

' Remltt_.ces of Profits T Earn.inas! ._nd Lllvldends
(in {135 mi!l!ona)

Wlthd_awa] _itt_._=e Ma._age_ent fees _._d

Direct of Equity Capital of Profits, Copyright and Royalty Total Z Total II
Investment Invested i_nthe Net Portfolio r._xzTLings,& Pa_entsc

Year infiowa,b Philipp*-_es a_ Capital inflow b Divlden_ c (6) (7)

(I) (2) • (3) (4) (5) (6)=(3)-(2) `/X�°�€�(7)-(6)-(5

_.980 221.94 :04.35 ( 0.IO) 145.57 56°44 ( 26.0S) ( 84°52)

1979 62.07 65 .C7 13.22 90.70 53.6_ (100.45) (154.16)

_978 _31.3_ _-_.52 :3.63 _5.17 36.32 29.25 ( 7,C7)

1977 330.48 12.C8 6.2"6 155.50 29.70 ( 33.8A} (63.54)

I_76 90.70 24.62 :_.16 65.22 38.28 "" _ (24.26)

1975 116.39 17.53 27.2-I 72.77 37.35 53.4C 16.65

1974 64.00 6D.3_ 24.45 79.E3 16.59 (51.77) (6B.36)

1973 82.74 _8.,3 I ._2 59.51 12.25 _._2 ( 6._)

1972 1.40 "_3.42 (i.53) 32.9% 4.51 (46.46) (50.97)

1971 3.33 4.12 2.¢7 26._2 2.74 (25.24) (27.95)

1970 4.28 2_.61 "._': 2_.55 3.!4 ( 4c.._"_ _) (51,54)

_9.9 6 7 4.25- _.57 47.39 4.67 { 4i.50) [ 46.57)

19EB 6.30 12.34 C.!O 79.36 7.51 ( &5._O) ( 9:.£!}

:_:_7 9.6C 17.91. { " =,"] -_._ 5_.C! 5.£5 ( 62 86) ((:.73)

1965 21.37 33.67 { 0.73) 26.34 2.56" (2'_.37) ('i;,92]

:965 16.96 25.93 - !7.D3 3.34 ( f.i,06) { 25.45)

3963 6.56 15.53 - 12.55 0.46 (71.52) ( 21.9&7

".,962 :_.24 _4.50 - 19.91 - (23.17) (23.17)

I_61 1.80 5"_.2Cd - 40._3 - { 90.42,_ ( 90._ _.;

To'.al. 997.42 588.31 304.65 _,".55.63 317.CI (641.87) (958.8_)

T_tal ...

• - " (36=.c_ (;_:4.=6_196 B---gO 920.91. 41 ,I.O3 _C5.94 , 97O.Ef' $03.18 -- ,
• . . ..

_ta/
. . ., . • ..

1973-£0 £99.63 353.29 =3_2.25 • 7&0.27 280.61 (%12 68) (392.29 _ _
/ . ,
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SEntry is that of foreign-owned direct i:_v_:st_c_t, :_ot the _um of foreizf]-

owned and Filipino-owned capital movec_lents.

_irect investment (Columns (I) and (._))ref_:rs to [nve:_tn,,±i_tsin fil:ns

outside of the stock exch',nge. Portfolio jnvest_'_nt (Co!um.u _%)) rely:re

to investments that take place through DUtCh,,co an...]sale on the stock

exchange_ as well as other security tran:sactions. It WOU.hL[ have been

desirable to exclude the latter.

CEntry is gross outflows, not net flows.

_ncludes sale of _leralco.

Source: Centre! B_nk of the Philippines, De_::irtment o i Econo;_ic ]_e-_:_;:_.z'ch.

Data for 1978 through 1980, from invisible r_ceipts and d:isb'._'rse_.e_,ts

accounts_ data for other years, from balance of F_yments accounts.



or-US$95 million. (Philippines, 1972c: 85-84)

All agree, more or less, on the numbers; however,

the conclusions differ dramatically. Magallona, a critic,

argues that foreign investments "entail a siphoning off

of considerable scarce resources from the country."

(1977111@) The proponents counter that reality could

have been otherwise.

Some may use these data to prove one point: that
we used to harass foreign investors with too many
restrictions and with a very uncertain investment
atmosphere. Consequently, foreigners invested very
little additional capital in the Philippines.
(Villegas, eta ! 1977: 59)

A corollary of this counter-factual approach is that the

situation could now be reversed on a sustained basis'

Simulations to determine under what conditions end,

importantly, for how long such a sustained inflow could

occur, could further the discussion along these lines.

Currently, the more substantive debate, centers around

whether the summing of capital flows and income remittances

is legitimate. Some say not.

The comparison [between capital flows and
remittamcesJ does not prove that direct foreign
investment is undesirable. The two sets of data are
so completely unrelated that even if the entry of
new capital would dwindle to zero, there is no reason
for remittances of profits and earnings to also drop to
zero. (Villegas, et a_l 1977: 59)

Critics always makestatements like "$8 were
remitted for every dollar that was brought into the
country." These statements are made because of the
confusion between the concepts of flows and the concept
of stocks. They are comparing remittances which are
the returns for accumulated investments (stocks) against
new investments (flows). (Cumagun 1979: 70)

Magallona, on the other hand, feels the comparison is

appropriate.



It: can be argued that: the i_J-..:_,remitted for a
particular ye,_r is not _:_ec_:._z,._ri?-F ._ro:.-,,t e_r__ed, on
investment of that; sam,_ 3v:_r. f't_i__._r_ju_entmight
hold true if each ye:_r i:_ t:,_cn s<;p._rni_-_]yand
considered in isola_;ion fl-o:_e_.:h individual yearly
record. The problem precis._ly is r_!___cd by a
consistent aegative act out[[o._ <;vtr a dumber of years
taken together. (!977;"I16)

[

AS in many debates Cf_e p_r_],zif{_nt_ are tai_ing past

each other, addressing differe:_t issues. Villogas, et al

and Cumagun are, 'in part, incorrect ::_swe shall show below.

HOWeVer, althoughthelr statements aFS vague, they do

appear to make a legitimate point that could be classified

as a long term balance of payments issue. Sixto K. Roxss

III in NEPA (197a) states it more clearly.

All foreign finance must eventually be liquidated
by a net export of real resoure_,s from the country.
Whether the financing from abroad come in the form of
loans or equity, ultimately the serviciag of it and zts
eventual retirement or repatriation must be elf erred
by a next export of Philippine goods and services.
If the finance has achieved for the country, a net
increase in production and productivity commensurate
with the cost of it, then the foreiga investment is

. . For a foreign, investment
self-liquidating it must produce n_t real growth into be adw_ntageous,
the nation's capability to produce or e3rn or save
foreign exchange.

We shall explore this issue in the following section.

Here we .are concerned with the capital, or saving,

contribution of foreign investment. Since the flows are

across national boundaries, they impact upon the balance

of payments and can be analyzed by examining the balance

Of payments. Neverthelmse, the capital coutribution of

foreign investment is a separate issue from the balance

of payments contribution. Discussions of the former

usually make reference to the wo_,k of J°S, Cair:_es,
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Some Leading P rLinciples of Political !'_"c_n,:_._mj.W:citing

in the 1870s, Cairnes described the foreign% investment

process as constituting four stages: immatu_.e debtor, mature

debtor, immature creditor, and mature creditor. It is the

first two of these which are of_ interest in discussing the

Philippine situation. (Wl_at follows is drawn from Gordon

(1962:_8-21 ). )

In the immatu_ce debtor stage, the fo!._ign investment

involves a net flow of f_mds into the recipient country,

allowing it to run a net import balance on _oods a1:d

services (excluding profits and other see'vice payments

con_ected with the foreign investment). There is _ '

transfer of capital. However, as profits and other

remittances begin to occur and as capital is repatri_ted,
i

part of any new investment must be used to offset the

outflows. If the latter exceeds the formeg, the count2y

becomes a mature debtor, the second of Cairnes' stages

(it need not concern us here whether the stages should

occur in strict order or the movement from one to another

be reversable). The country is then no longer an importer

of capital funds, net; rather it_ is on balance an exporter

and consequently must run an e_eport balance on the trade

and service account as described above.

The question of whether the foreign investment

process is making (oz- has made) a capital contribution to

the Philippines can be translated to a question of whether

the country is, with respect to foreign direct investment,

an immature debtor or a mature debtor. The data reviewed
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above show that, with the possible exception of a few

scattered years, the economy has not been since 19_9

a net importer of equity-capital rel_ted finance. Those

who claim that the Philippines' domestic saving is being

(or has in the pas_ been) increased because of direct

foreign investment are simply incorrect on the basis of

the available information. They, like VilleEas, et al,

may feel that the problem is due to past restrictions and

that with enlightened policies there could be a net inflow.

But it is incumbent upon them to demonstrate the level of

foreign investment that would now be needed and the ra_e

at which it must grow for the country to return to hhe

immature debtor stage. They should also give some indication

of how long they expect the country to remain an immatur_

debtor before it again reverts to the mature debtor stage.

Having made the point, some additional discussion is

required. First, was the Philippines ever an immature

debtor for a sustained period, or, to put the question

differently, has foreign investment in the form of equity

capita], net of the associated income payments_ ever made a

contribution to aggregate saving in the Philippines? If

so, it would have to be prior _o independence. We have

not come across a data series that would throw light

upon this important question. Many of the foreign

investors during the American colonial period were resident

in the Philippines, often beginning small and growing

through re investment of profits and local borrowing.

(For some vignettes of American-owned businesses, see
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Gleek (1975).) It is quite possible that there was always

a net outflow.

Second, according to Cairnes' typology, beinK a

mature debtor is associated with an expor_ balance on the

trade and services account (other than remittances).

Since the Philippines has persistently run a current

account deficit, there must be a problem somewhere in the

argument.. The answer is tha_ we have focused on equity

investments and related incomes. If loans are included,

the Philippines has been an immature debtor for most of the

past 30 years. A significant portion of the loans, however,

have been to cover deficits on the trade and services

account; they have not been for investment purposes. If

we confine ourselves to private loans, there is not a

concensus. Magallona presents Central Bank data on private

loans, equity investment and the associated income flows

that show an almost US_5.O billion net outflow for the

period 19694--1973.(1977: 117) On the other hand, the

statistics from the survey of the Inter-Agency Working

Group indicate a net inflow of a little over _1.0 billion

between 1955 and 1970. (1972b: [8]; 1972c_83) Part of the

difference may be because the last mentioned data refers

to non-residents rather than foreigners, but not very

much. The discrepancy is too great; this is an area that

meeds much more detailed examination.

Thirdly, there is a separate argument in favor of

foreign investment as a source of finance that has nothing

to do with foreigners' contribution to the aggregate level



Of saving, althou_._h it is often c-,._n:u_,_,J_,J._;_.._.ki_ issue.

The discussion sta_'t_ from the ir_J[ity _L" unwillingne_s of

local financial in._titutiuus aaJ crack: w_._,!_jl_11old_:L'sto

provide funds for Isr£o pro,Jects th:-ouy_i ]chef term loanJ.

It follows then th:_t foreign soul.eel, [articul<_l-ly equity

sources, must be tapped. An example of tl_i._typ_ of

argument is found in Villegas, eta]. After poJntin g out

that the assets of multinational firms in their study in

the petroleum and motor vehicle industries; had co_nbine<_

total assets of over _4.9 billion in 1975, they gO C_ to

say:

Considering this staggering amount which is rough.[.y
around 42 percent of ot_ international reserves of
$1,5 B in 1975, we could not have ma_e any heaCway >An
these two sub-industries without any investme_ts item
the M2{C's. It is precisely because of this tna'_ the
Philippines welcomes foreign investments to help in
the development and economic growth of the cottutry.
(1977: _I)

/-

/Comparison Of net capital flOWS and reiaSsd income

remittances are not relevant to this issue. I:_veatiga_ions

of the control and utilization of wealth ;_nd finance,

however, would be pertinent. For example, legislation

provides that foreign investment greater than 40 percent of

total equity is allowed in certai_ areas of the economy

only if Filipino investors do not _xploit the industry

within a stipulated period of time. Why is it tha_ in

some of these industries Filipino capitalists ara not

investing when foreign firms are?

To this point our discussion has focused on the ext_nt

to which capital resources are flowi_g in fro_ abroad.

Another, equally important, issue, in the literature h_s
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been whether or not foreign-owned fi:,ms have m_de excessive

use of domestic credit so_rcCs. Bantegui presents information

on source of funds for 108 ,imerican-owned firms for the

period 1956-1965. Eighty-four percent o£ the total was

generated within the Philippines or from other non-U.S.

sources. The remainin_ q6 percent includes net new

investment and reinvested earnin(_s. He argues that the

forei_-owned firms were relying heavily on the local

financial market. (1965:8 and Tables _ VIII) Suva Martin

arrives at the same conclusion.(1972:582) Alsaaty makes

the point that firms lend as well as borrow. The thirteen

foreign-owned firms in his study were net lenders of

short term funds between 1966 and 196_, but were net

borrowers for the longer period 1966-1970. (1973: 91, 95)

Hena_es reports that during the 1971-1976 period the

31 foreign-owned firms on which he obtained information

financed 7_ percent Of their increase in local assets from

local sources. He gives several examples, the most extreme

of which is that of Ford Philippines. From their 1975

financial statement, Henares determined that Ford l_lotor

Company had invested only )'1.3 million which after losses

was reduced to -_4.8 million. Ford, however, had borrowed

locally Y168.5 million and had acquired the authority to

issue short-term commercial paper for _2_,2.95 million more.

(1979a: 155-15_)

Using data from the Central Bank, Vill_gas, et al

examine the structure of borrowings of transzational i'i.rms.

The ratio of local to foreign borrowings of the T:_Cs was
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51:#9 in 1970 and 49:51 in 1975. Ti_ _,,It_:_o_-__ot_,

however, that there are wide variations ,i_ the ratio,

from 95:7 in the soap and detergent i_,_u_tz-_Jand 73:27

in the pharmaceutical industry to 10:90 _n t,he chemical

industry. (q977: q5,_7)

The main reason for concern _n _his a_-ea is that firms

with substantial foreign-owned equity, u_u_lly by TNCs,

can obtain preferential treatment frc_ financial

institutions because their foreign own_.rs possess high

credi_ ratings. (Esplritu 1977: @5) Dang, howevel-, notes

other factors that might have a bearing: dev_luaticn r i_k,

interest rate levels, and liberal remission [_olicles,

(Tran Thanh Dang 1977: qS@)

The Philippine government has reacted to the ca_e

that foreigners are over-borrowing locally. The Cent:-al

Bank issued a circular tying the maximum a_ount that could

be borrowed by firms with foreign-owned equity to the _ize

of foreign investment. Whether the pattern will change

remains to be seen.

VII. Balance of Payments

In the previous section we examined the capital

contribution of foreign investors, the most important

aspect of which is the flow of money capital from abroad

and the repatriation of earnings, fees, etc. Inasmuch

as this is an international process, it impacts upon

the balance of payments. In fact, much of the discussion

in the literature about foreign investment in the



Philippines under the heading of bul_,r_ce of [)ayments

effects is l_mited to capital and profit flow_. This

is too narrow; the balance of pay_a_nts effect of foreisq_

investment covers a much wider area,

The most systematic attempt to ex_m[.,_e the balance of

payments impact of foreign investl_le_,.tin the Philippines

in its broad context is the dissertation of Dasari. He

u_derta/fes a classification scheme, dividing the balance

of'pa_rments impact into three broad a/,eas_ initial effects,

recurrent effects, s_ud terminal effects. (1972: 5)

The difficult with attempts to estimate the bal:_r_ce

of pa4fments impact of foreign invest_:ent is that the

process requires making (if only implicitly) co[_nt_,r

factual h_otheses: what would have happened Jf the

foreign investment did not occt_r. The r_searcher c_n ,envision

a situation in which only one particular foreisu_ investment

project did not occur, in which a significant number of

projects did not occuac, in which no foreign investment

had ever occurred, as well as many •other alternatives.

A_d, of course, he or she explicitly or implicitly situa_:es

their alternative in an economic, polit _ societal and

•cultural environment which may or may not resemble w_ac

actually exists.

Dasari's alternative situations are only m_rginally

different from the actual: (I) replacement of the level

of output currently produced by the local subsidiary

by imoorts at world prices; (2) replace:_lent of t_le level of

output by local firms; (3) replacement by imports in areas
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where there does not currentlj e_i.,_t dcme._;:.[ccompetition,

and production by domestic competitor_,_ whc_,e they cur_-cnCly

exist; and, lastly, (4) the _ame a._ (5) except that loc_-_l

output of competitors does not expand to _'_c_rethan double

i_s current level. (93-95)

In his empirical work the author examines 17 firms

with at least 51 percent foreign equity for the four year

period, 1966"1970. Only under the assumptions of

alternative (2) above does the balance of payments worsen

as a consequence of the foreign investment. Otherwise,

there are decided improvements, mostly as a result of

import replacement. (101-102, 160-164)

It would be easy to suggest other equally, or pe_,haps

more, desirable alternative scenarios. For example, o,_e

might look at the impact of foregone consumption,

particularly of luxury items. Or, one might look at the

impact of increased domestic value added, in his exe:_ci_es,

Dasari implictly assumes that the consumption patterns do

not alter and that domestic producers make production and

other business decisions precisely in the same fashion

as the foreign investor.

More important comments, however, can be directed

at Dasari's data and the assumptions that he used. First,

he has information for only 17 firms, and the impact on

the balance of payments under each hypothesized alternative

varies widely from firm to firm. The size of the

variations in conjunction wi_h the limited _ample size lead

one to question the u_efulness 0£ the av_,ages that al'e
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presented. This feeling is reinforced by the short, fouz"

year span that was investigated.

Given the time frame of the stud#, Dasari does not

include under initial effects the original investments of

the firms surveyed. He acknowledges that this presents a

problem (122), pleading lack of data. It cannot

be so easily dismissed, however. Inasmuch as he uses a

firm level, micro approach, the consequence of not having

information from the initial stage of the firm's activity

onward is that any "initial effects" calculated are not

meaningful.

Lastly, the author ascribes most of the benefit' of

foreign investment to reduced imports, but in his calculations

he does not take into account the import content of

domestically produced or, for that matter domestically

purchased inputs. Although precise numbers would be

difficult to find, attention should be given to th_s

problem. Lindsey reports that many of tile executives in

the firms he surveyed mentioned that their locally

procured inputs are heavily import aependent. (1981a: 7#)

This is particularly true of manufactured inputs as

contrasted with raw materials. In addition the Philippines

is heavily dependent at present on the world market fozj

its energy supplies. Dasari collected data for a period

prior to the escalation in enez.gy costs. It would be

interesting to see how much, if _Jy, his ce_:clu-_ions would

be altered by the chan_ed situation.



Although we believ_ the crit]cisu_:_ ,C '" '

work that we have put forth are _ub:_t:-_:_[;ivoand rais_

doubts abou_ the size, if not the dlrc'cci_:_._,of the

impact of foreign invo_tment on the l:},ii.!i_!Ji_b_lance

of payments, it must be emphas_z_:d that hi_,._s tae only

work with which we are familiar that h_._:__ttempted a

systematic analysis of the issue. It shoulJ be an

inducement, if not a guide, for others.

So far we have not touched-on the i_up_ct of exports

on the balance of payments. Dasari has little to s_y

about this. As has been discussed in many places, the,

Philippines entered an import substitution _ndu_tl, ia!i;_ation

process shortly after independence. _ince tile mid- to ]ate

1960s there has been ongoing efforts by the goverr,_nent to

shift the economy toward an expor_ o_-ien_ation, in f._a;.t

for balance of payments reasons, it _s ar&-,,_edthat foceign

investors, particularly the TNCs, could play a m_jr,r role

in this process. They have the requisite know!eddie and

world wide market connections. However the bu_k of

foreign investment in the Philippines today is of-the

import substitution variety_. Among firms in this cate_ory

there, has been relatively little effort to increase the

level of exports (Lindsey.1981: 83-8_). Many TNCs go so

far as to include clauses in licensing and other agreements

with the local affiliate •that forbid expo_t_ either entirely

or to certain re_ions or, in some cases, with0L_t the consent.

of the foreisn investor, (Virata I07_b) Although such

arrangements are no longer allowed in the _:_hil.i[_pinese
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there is little to prevent tacit ,_,i_.,_':_.ev..t_theft result

in one form of restriction oz- at._o)..h,_r,.

Among a smaller li'-7-'oupof mo;-_t_..yo,'_'iCUlttLl.'alor

mining enterprises or n,_wer _nuf;_ct, urel-s) however, we do

see significant exports. Cumagun r_po_'ts that in 1975

almost 20 percent of the exports of fil'ms re___istered with

ths Board of Investments (BOI) came from fir.as linked with

TNCs. (1979: 50-58) Villegas, et _._Iinclude a table showing

that in 1975 TNCs registered with the B0I in the agro-

based industries exported an equivalent of 89 percent

of their sales. Those in the mining ._id mine_-als

industry exported 76 percent; those in the metal-b_sed

industries, 43 percent; and in the chemical industries

7_ percent of the sales of registered ent;erprises came

from exports. (1977: . 6L;)

Gross sales figures may overstate the 21_Cs contribution,

particularly for those which are manufactul-er-s. The

Philippines has,created a number of export p;_ocessin_ zones

(EPZs) to encourage the development of manufactu_in_

industries that are oriented toward the _-orId '.na._ket. It

is hoped that _--PZswill generate" a sii,[nific-,ut amount of

foreign exchange. The reality, howevei-, m_ _ be diffei_e_ito

Snow reports that when queried, "a high I'_JZofficial st:_ted

that the primary foreign exchange ga-n_, e:_v_:_io_._edfrou,

foreign investors was the retention of tt:e -_::,.;_[lare,iu[va]c._t.....

of their overhead exper,ses. This co[::9]:{.,;_,_i,),"_{ah;cs to

labor, rentals of buildings, and [)'aj'h_.c_'l_.;',_f'<:','t'-tilitie.<:."

(1977:7_) The zone, however, is adve,',ii:_e<i:_:__e:im6'_ ].,,w
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cost in terms of these items. Snow go,':s on to sayti_at

other officials mentioned the pu._-cha'__e of Ioc_i raw

materials and taxes as addition_il Sou_-ces o.f l'oFei_

exchange. From his observations, howev._r, h_ felt tl_at

these would not be significant. Whether he is correct

depends partly on the volume of activity in the EPZs

and partly on what the officials feel are adequate earnings.

VIII. Employment and Labor Relatlons

The major source of aggregate data on direct emf_!oyment

in firms with foreign equity is the Inter--Agency Woz-king

Group. Calculations were made in two waya Fi_-st? th_

sample of 900 firms is d_vided into thre_, groups: tho_<_ wit_

foreign equity less than 30 percent of the individual fi_-m's

total, those with foreign equity of at leae_t 60 percent,

and those in between. Employment totals ca_ then be obtained

for each group. In 1970 there were "11,771 t_ousand persor_s

employed in the Philippines, 102 thousand, or 0.87 percent,

of which were employed in sampled firms in which foreign

equity was at least 60 percent. These az-e usually referred

to as foreign-owned firms. If ws include all firms with

foreign equity of at least 50 percent, the total rises to

I_ thousand, or 1.22 percent of total employment.(Phi].,

Inter Agency Working Group 1972b: [6] )

The second approach is to assume that the proportion

of employment in a given firm that occuzs dii_ect!y as a

consequence of foreign investment is equal to the shar_

of that firm's equity that is foreign-owned. This method
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produces an estimate of 120 thousand workers, or q.02

percent of total employment. (Phil., Inter Agency Working

Group 1972c: 59)

An exercise such as this cannot but involve numerous

conceptual problems. For example, if one is interested in

employment in foreign-controlled firms, the issue of what

constitutes control occurs. In haws and regulations

dealing with foreign investment in the Philippines, 40

percent foreign equity is often used as the official

dividing line. This being the case, the breaking of the

spectrum at 30 percent and 60 percent, as was done by the

Inter-Agency Working Group, does not allow computations

consistent with customary approach in the Philippines. It

is probably safe to say that the two estimat:es provide

useful bounds to the range of estimates of employment in

foreign-controlled firms.

Alternatively, one could be interested in employment

directly attributable to foreign investment. The second

approach of the Inter-Agency Working Group appears to have

had this in mind. The rule of thumb that foreisn-5enerated

employment is proportional to foreign-owned equity is a

good first approximation. However, it ignores such

questions as whether the particular firms would have been

in existence if there were no foreign investment, whether

other, domestically-owned firms, either entered or were

driven out of She industry because of a particular forei6_

investment, or to what ext:nt Zhe firm's produc;ive assets

,to which t,--_al _'ir-.l er_ ent is r, lat .d) ,,e, _ _C,.[ui,,_.d



through loan_ .i.atne_" tk_n _ iuit ',_, ...::_,,,;,t:

Not all l'i::'m_, or _]] fir'n:_ wil' :...:,,:ii.:'il ,:,_ujty,_ex'o

included, ttowever, it i.s l,,_:oi_,:.,b_y ............. t,_ _,_.:. ,-',-,.: ,-i:_.i;_.

employment in fir_r,_ with si.g_vil"_c...'-;:t t'_:,,-,__ .<;._ _,_ui.t:y t.!l_t

are not smon6 the l_i'ge:_t 900. (:.Lrld l_c_._cc L_,.;t included in .."

the Inter-Agency Working Group's sample) are _uffJ.ci_utly

small so as not to appreciably aff_.ct the ±.esuit_.

The most significs nt concl.u_i.on theft can be dragon

from these figures is that foreign invcst_uent contributes

relatively little •to total employment in the Philippines.

Whether one regards the 0.87 percen_ o[' the q.02 percent of

the J.22 percent as the appropriate entim_Lte, the total

is not significant. The International L_-_bour Office (±_))

in its study of the Philippines took • the q')'22 Btu-eau of the

Census of Statistics estimate of open u_:em_lofment of 6. q

percent and added an "inadequate i_$come _,_-:._u_-eof

u_deremployment" to arrive at a tot=_] ur;cmf_loyu_ent fi6'._rc

of roughly 25 percent. (q97 _: (_-7) l'h_.two unc:s[._lo_._:,-:,r,t

estimates are 5 and 20 times tr,e 1 ....._.... o!a[_c .... oi12 three

estimates of employment due to forei£_n inv_..::_°::_nent.

i.....::__:,ble to foi_6, igriLooking a¢ dire,_;t employment atti" ....

_1_._ ,_ ....investment by sector, in on].y mini_]q .....' qc_,.:._'r_in,i_,a_.'_:i

manufacturing are the fi,_ul....._o si_::_.._i_;_n',.. !-i :_:ini_-_and

quarrying, the estimate is quite ._c._._I_i0_:_'to the _it_:r-r_ativ_.,

assumption chosen. In fir_s wit:i, for<_ii:7:,.:._uityof :,i-Ic_::;t"/

60 percent, the figul-e is qJ._?$_ _,e_-.ce:-_t., i_:,..t: _,h_.n t_t_::

allowable f.orei_n equity is _.,:;d_,ced 'o '.(; :...=;.:_ _:.,:
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proportion bf sector employment in foreign firms Jumps to

35.11 percent. For manufacturing it i_ 5.7:; and 7.22

percent, respectively. (Phil., Inter-A6ency Working Group

1972b:[6]) Using the proporti0n_,l m_thod of estimating

employment due to foreign investment, the _,;_:centage in

mining and quarrying is 17.a, and in manuf;_::_ _ring, it is

6.9. (Subido 1973: 25#-255)

Care should be exercised in drawing ccmcluz_ions from

these figures. In particular, to shift th._ question of

"employment contribution" from level of the overall economy

to that of a sector does not lead anywhere. Although

sectoral figures o_ the significance of foreig2u investment

for such variables as ownership, output, re,/enu_, and

training may have meaning, this is not ti_o ,_;_sefor employ-

ment. Since the subject of employment is _:n_rally raised

in contrast to its opposite, un_ml)loy_nent , to hold otherwise

would require one to assume, at the leas,:_ tuat the work

force is highly immobile among sectors.

To this point we have been careful to indicate that is

"direct" employment that is being discussed. There is

in addition employ_aent generated ,indirectly" by foreign

investment as a result of inter-industry linkag,_s and the

Keynesian multiplier mechanism. There does not appear to

have been anj_ attemp_ to estimate tile former, although

it is ge_lerally thou_ht to be small.

...because of the nature of the industrialization

in the past which is geared towards import-substituting
and import-using goods, the backward and forward
linkages established may hav_ been few and the income

effects limited. Thus, the employment opportunities
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from this source may also have been minimal. (Subido
1973 : 265)

•orres concurs when he states that "indirect employment

generation through the stimulation of local industries . . .

by forelgn firms has been very minimal." (1977: 16@)

....Using a simple four equation Keynesian-type model

and data from Inter,Agency Working Group study, Subido

obtains an estimation of the indirect employment effect of

foreign investment of J_J:8,6_5.(1973_ 259) Combined with

the direct employment effect calculated using the second

approach described above, the total employment effect is

equal to @.8 percent of the employed work• force in 1970.

To put it in a_different way, it is equivalent to .almost

8o percentozthemeasuredunemplo_e_that_e_rand20
•. ..,

percent of the total unemployment as calculated by the ILO.

" I_co_rect,. these fi_es imply t_t _o_i_ investment
•

has had a rather substantial i_pact on unemployment, at

least •as it is officially measured. _owever, some

observations are•in Order. /

•Subido takes care to qualify her results, pointingout_hatgiventheBimp_e_modelthat_heused,employment

estimates should• be viewed as potential rather than actual.

Her model assumes instantaneous adjustment, with •no rigidities

.in the supply side or imperfections in the labor market.

(259) There are other difficulties, however, which should

be briefly mentioned. First, she disaggregates by sector

to take account of different labor-output ratios, but then

assumes the Keynesian multiplier in each sector is the same
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as the aggregate and that all income generated from an

investment in a _iven sector occurs in that sector.

Second, the estimated contribution of foreign investment

is overstated unless the propensity to import capital

equipment for projects with foreign participation is no

hlg_her than the a_regate propensity of the entire economy

(not just for investment goods), an unlikely situation.

The major problem, however, is that the investment

figure used is not the amount of expenditure by foreign

capltalist_ in 1970; rather, it is the stock of foreign

investment existing in 1970 as reported in the Inter_

Agency Study. (257) The latter figure would obviously

be only a fraction of the former, and would the resulting

employment due to foceign investment in 1970.

j There have been a few other references to employment

due to foreign investment. Tsuda, et al identified 32_

firms in 1976 a_ong the 10OO largest which had at least

some foreign-owned equity. These firms employed a total

of 241,635 work_r_. Since this figure includes workers

employed _u firms with only, say, I percent foreign-owned

equity, it can only be considered an _xtreme upper bound.

(1978: II, 3:_)

Alsaaty (1973: 66-68) reports that the rate of growth

of employment ia foreisn subsidiaries in his sample was

greater than the increase in the index of employment in

manufacturing as a whole. Morales (1975), on the other

hand, found for her sample of firms _n the food and chemica

industries th_: on average, esployment in TNC subsidiaries
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grew at a slower rate than in _[iD1no-owned firms, although

the former initially employed more work_:.-3.

It should not be surprisi,_ 6 that in t_._,,_Philippines, with'

its sizable population, largely ru:-al, a,]d its migration

problems, foreign investment does not m_,_.ea m_L!or

contribution zo employment and in doing so si_'_ificantly

reduce the rates of un- and under'employment. There are

few places in the _hird _orld where t_is is the c:_s,_. In

fact. the ?hili£;,pines has done better th_ t_,e ave_:ag_.

The latest International Labor Organization IILO]
study shows that multinational entorpl_ises have
created _I to 12 million _obs in iudu_-_trialized ho_t
countries and two million in developing cou/_trJes up
to 1975. Since the figure for dcvelo_iug cotu,t_.ies
represents only O.3percen_ of the wo_.-_;forc_, there,
the impact does not appear conside:._tic. _ (Espi;_,itu
1977: 12)

All this is not to Eainsay the view t._a[_a job Is a

job and all the better. Rather it is only pointing_ out

that foreign investment is not and, .*'oi-thief;matter, will

not make a siEnificant contribution in the _rea of

employlnent creation, direct or indirect, in th_J i_i::ilippine_.

The second area that we wish _o _ake up i_ thi_

section is labor relations in firms with foreiEn investment.

There have been only two or three studies in the

Philippines that provide information on this subject.

Kassalow (1978) compares labor relations in TNC subsidiaries

in Malaysia, Singapore, and the Philippines° U_'_ion officials

say that it is easier to unionize woz'ker.s an<[ bargain _ith

management in TI_C subsidiaries th_u_ in firms owned by

naUiomals. They explain that the laUter are more likely

to be hostile. Som_ American-based f:,Cs, however, are



exceptions to this generalization. Kassalow feels that the

management styles in the TNC subsidiaries reveal traces of

their parent firm's national origin or, in some cases,

company tradition. The executives tend to use the TNCs'

Job evaluation system and methods of wags determination.

In addition, they often check with the home olflce before

accepting settlements with unions.

Hamos (197@) reports that trade unionists in the

Phi'lippines are mainly concerned with immediate economic

issues (what he calls "rice-and-flsh" unionism). Inasmuch

as TNCs generally pay higher wages than Filipino employers,
..,.

Ramos' results would imply that foreign-owned firms ,would
, , . .. , - ,.

• have _elatively more peaceful labor relations. According

to Tortes this appears to be the case.

)ut of 66 recorded strikes during the period from,
December 1975 to July 1976, only 4 (7%) were positively
Ldentified as occurring in multinational firms. We
aave no ready, explanation though for this situation
_ntil sufficient studies have been made. Labor leaders,
aowever, say that this relative absence of acute
industrial strik_ [sic] in foreign firms could be
accounted to the relatively better level of satisfaction
of employees in these firms due _o better compensation
rates and benefits which foreign firms usually can .
afford to give. This assumption is bolstered by the
fact that around 70% of the strikes that occurred last
year involved wage-related, issues including the granting
of allowa_ces and other fringe benefits. (1977: 167)

Part of the reason f_ the •relatively good labor-

mansgemen_ relations in TI_C subsidiary firms is that these

firms are relatively more powerful in their dealings with

unions. Given their world wide operations, Tortes points

ou_ that it would be difficult for a union to exert economic

pressure on a subsid'iary. The parent firm can shift

production to other subsidiaries. (179)
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In another paper Ramos compares the attitudes of

workers in an American-owned factory with t_at of workers

in a Filipino-owned fac_ozT. (Ra_os qF?:_) The prim_l_y

interest of workers in their unlo_s in both plants is _ob

protection. When problems ari_e fol- a worker, the _adre (,._iI

relative) system is resorted to.Th_ worke['._3in th_ Filipino-owned

firm exhibit a hi_her propensit$ to fol-_ k_imDad._e relations

with persons of influence and autho?it_¢ such as fore_.en.

Tn the Americas-owned firm, superv_::_ol-s are r_earded more

as bosses, However, as new, youneer manage&'s are coming into

th_ Pilipino firm, Ramos finds that the patz'o_-clien_

relations are eroding.

There al-e a few studies of problems of man_ement

in Joint venture _i_re the executives are from two co,ed'.tries

with different cultures. In interviews with the mana_z6'ment

of several l_i!ipino-J&panese Joint Venture_, Tsuda a_d

David found con_ide_'able tension in the area o£ l_bor

relations. 2_da _1977) reports tha_ Japanese investors

feel sympathe_ic towards Filipino wox.kers, in Japan, they

say, the wozker is perceived as a partner, _,hile in the

Philippine,s, ne is considered a-personal servant of the

owner. Re_>_ssion and "buying 0££" of the labor movement

can only make workers submissive. [.abmissiveness produces

apathy an_, consequently, th_ workers are less productive.

Instead ta_e should be incentives.

In anoti_>r paper David and Tsuda (q978) report taat

Japanese joint venture partners feel t_mt their Fili[_ino

counterpart _ries to protect profits th_,oug.h low wages and
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lack of spending on health and safety. He has little

concern for employees or their loyalty.

On the other hand, David and David (no date) cite

management opinions that the entry of foreign personnel

into a Filipino firm through a Joint venture does not

result in a change in the working conditions. Especially

in Filipino-Japamese Joint ventures, foreign executives

seem to be totally exciuded from policy making affecting

conditions of employment.

IX. Factor In_ensi_ty, Wages, and Pr(_flts

A major theme in explaining the pace and p.attern of

industrialization in the Philippines is that

investment in manufacturing has been overly capital

intensive. Further, it is generally held by economists

that the inappropriate factor utilization has been largely

the consequence of (incorrect) govez'nment policy. • Sicat

makes the argument with specific reference to foreign

investment prior to the devaluation of the peso in the

196os: poli yi   li  tionEofthe tudy]
is that policy tows_rds the promotion of industrial activity,

in whatever forms it has taken, was responsible for bringing

in the sDecific pattern of foreign investments observed

in this country. TM (1972: 215)

His position is a rather polar on_ in that it implies

the governmenb has Overriding influence on the pa_tern

of industrialization and, pa_'ticularly, foreig_ investment.

That being the case_ it also must accept responsibility
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for the pattern being other tha:_ that which i_i most

desirable. The empirical werk tl_ ha_ be<-_aundertaken

unfortunately does not allow us to te_t Sic,_t's thesis.

What has been done, however, give us some _nf_Y,_aation on

the capital intensity of industries in which t'oreisne_s

invest and the differences in choice o_" fa,_tors in foreign-

and Filipino-owned firms. In addition, the.z_e i_ data

available on waEes paid and profits earned in domestic

and foreign-owned firms.

Subido briefly examines the industrial loc_ion of

foreign investment, using data from the Int_r-.A_:ency

Working Group. Selecting a capltal-l_boz r_:tc, of .

yJO,O00 as the (arbltrary) dividing lia_i bet:ween capital

and labor intensive industries, .she find_ _._!mo_t 85

percen_ of foreign Investmen_ In "1970 is ]oeate_ in

capital intensive industries. The _uthcr co_cludes that

labor intensive industries have beuefited little f_,om

foreign investment. (197@: 262-263)

Mason undertoo_ a rather detailed _tudy of factor

proportions and productivity of American-a_d Filipino-

owned firms in the late _960s. His work is reported in

the most detail in Mason (_969). Mason (_970) is a published

version of part of the larEer report. In Mason ('1971)and

Mason (q975) some additional data from Mexico is included,

but the results are not substantially affecte_:i.

He reports that U.S.-owned firms in the !>l_ilippinos

are more heavily represented in capital intensive manu-

facturing industries than are non-A_erican figms, a findin6
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similar to Subido's. However, among the 150 largest firms

in the manufacturing sector, c_pital employe_ per worker.in

American-owned firms is not signilic._tly di_£_rent from

that employed by_other firms, when the comparison is made

on an industry by industry basis. Nevertheless, in the nine

manufacturing industries in which Mason surveyed firms

(one American and one Filipino firm per industry), U.S.

firms were found to employ more capital per worker. (1969:

17-18) Mason concludes: "U.S. firms operat_ differently

than their local counterparts yet outcomes are not vastly

different." (1971: 62) He also argues,without testin_ the

proposition, that there is a serious misallocation pf

capital in the Philippines which is a consequence of

factor market price distortion. (1969: 22; 1971: 61)

The author measures capital in five different •ways,

expressing a concern for problems of valuation. The

particular choice of measure is of some importance, for

in only 5 of the 9 surveyed industries dose the same firm

Sum out to be the more •capital intensive one by all 5

measures. Also•, the nationality of the mcre capital

intensive firm is dependent• upoh th_ choice of measures

with the U.S.-ow_ad firms being the more capital intensive

in as few as _ of the 9 industries and in as many as 7.

One problem, Mason points out, is that Filipino firms

tend to be older and possess more land, while _tmeric_u_

firms tend to have mor_ buildings a_id equipment and carry

a higher level of inventory. In addition, the composition

of the work force in the two groups of firms is different.
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Whether American-owned firms are mor_ capital intensive

than Filipino-owned fir_3 thus de1_nds upon _h<_ definitions

used. (1969: 18-22, 11,)

Mason also examines the productivity of tfe surveyed

firms a_d the ralarionship between productivity and factor

intensity. _our measures of productivity _='e us_:d in order

to main_::ain consistency between the a_initi_na of

productivity and capital. In 6 of thz 9 inaustri=_,

there is agreement among the measures as to "which fir_ in

an industry is the more productive, but in t._o of these the

identity of the capital intensive firm i._ not cozst'_u't.

When usiL_ value added per employee as the _,roducti<_ity

measure, Mason finds that __nde_ one defi_ition of c_pital

the majority el the more productive liras af_ <_apita!

intensive_ but u_der another definiti_:,n_ they a_-e labor

intensive. (1969: 115)

To _et around some of these •difficuitiu_ Mason attempts

to measure total factor productivity. Unfortu_natel_, his

measure is flawed_ The numerator is the sum of the wa6e

bill (with no adjustments) and a meas_r_ of capital services

that he calculates, while the denominator is value added.

(1969: 60) The ratio turns ou_ to be differen_ from unity

to the extent that his measure of capital secvices is

different fro_ the actual share of value added going to

capital. Since no attempt is made to make the firms

comparable by usin_'_ _.:hesame weights, the_e is, in :_e&li_y

no theoretical or empirical significance re his mea_ure.

The difficulty can be seen by :ceferrin6 _o Mason_s diaoussio_.
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As our measure of productivity, we can use the total
value of factors employed per doll:_. _f value added.
We are not defining a production function in the
usually accepted 3ense of the total ex_austion of
output by l-ewards to factor inf_uts. C,ur definition
allows for a residual or proiit which can be eight:"
positive or negative. ('197_I-"3_-_J"_ '

His conclusions, therefore, concernip-g the relation of

factoz- proportions to productivity are uot of use when

flow concepts are used.

The Inter-Agency Working Group also looks into the

question of factor intensity. Their z,esults_ at variance

with the ovez,all conclusion of Mason, show that Filipino-

owned firlas are more capital intensive than foreign-owned

firms, both in the manu/acturing sector as a whole and in

q5 of 20 two-di.git I_IC manufacturing indu::_tries. (_972b:

[9])
Explanations of factor intensity u_u,_lly make re1erence

to relative earnings. Here we f._nd £ene_'al agree:nents:

foreign-owned firms, particularly ime:-icau, pay laz,ger

wages and report higher profit fetes than locally-owned

(Filipino and. Chinese) firms° Bulat_o, using the data

of the Inter-Agency Working Group, !_i:Ms wa_es higher in

foreign-owned firms, not only• overall, but al._:owhen firms

are disaggrezated by sector and industry. (19_75; 27@, 275,

286) Mason a_'i'ives at the same eo_clusion for firms in the

same indust_y whon comparisons a--c mL,de by job category.

(1969: 135) Bulatao (289) refers to a study _._. ',75 firms

with result_ si_ailar to Mason's. Tan finds workers in

American-ow_-_ed firms in the garment and tex,+;_le industries

have larger ear_in_;s ta_n those in ]?ilii_ino and Chinese
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firms when they are divided into age groups. (1979: 289)

The Inter-Agency Working Group reports the median

rate of return on equity of foreign~o_'n_d firms is about

triple that of Filipino-owned firms. (q972b: [9!) Yoshihara

ranks firms by rate of return. Foreign-owned subsidiaries

are the highest, followed by Joint ventures, Filipino-

Chinese-owned firms, and Filipino-owned firms, in that

order. TSe subsidiaries' average rate of return is about

three times that of Filipino-owned firms. (q971e: 279)

Lindsey's results are similar. (1976: 201) M_y business

people, however, are skeptical of the magnizude of the

reported differences in profit rates, if not ths direction.

Nevertheless, since the published data is used by tho._;o

whose writings we are reviewing and since no coutrary
J

-statistics have appeared, we shall assume that data is at

least qualitatively accurate.

The most obvious point that follows is _hat foreign-

and Filipino-owned firms cannot be analyzed as if both are

profit maximizers, operating efficiently under conditions

of perfect competition, and with the same choices in

technology available. Differences in technology, in

efficiency, or in some other• variable, in•addition to the

wage-profit ratio, must be brought into the explanation.

Bulatao suggests that foreign-owned firms are more

productive either because of better technologies or

because workers are bar.tar trained, and thus Chess firms

pay higher wages. (1975: 288) Ha:ion feels tha_ U.S. firms

_enerally produce more technically refined products; this
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would point to a tec_mology diff_z,enre. (1971: 63) Tan

points out that organizational docision-m_king and labor

relations could be a factor. (1979: 256-239)

Villegas, et al, on the other hand, feel the difference

is largely a matter of efficiency.

Admittedly, it is painful for a Filipino to
recognize the truth about our relativ_ backwardness
in managerial and technical competence. But one has
to be realistic. Our experience at industrialization
is barely a quarter of a century old. The foreign firms
we are dealing with have been at the game for more than
a century. There is, therefqre, nothing degrading about
the evidence _ust unearthed [that Filipino firms pay
lower wages and earn a lower rate of l'eturn]. (1977: 58)

These comment, however, do not explain why foreign-

owned firms are over-represented in capit_l intensive

industries. The theory of foreign i_,v-;stinentput fo_-tn

by Hymer (1976) and supported by Kindleberge_" (1978),

however, is relevant. In addition it is consistent with

the observed wage and profi_ rats st,itistic_. Hymer

argues that a foreign investor mu_t llave some type of

advantage over which it has control in order to be able to

compete wit:a local investors. ThiJ a,ono_>oly position may

be technologically based and, to the ex,cent more advanced

technology is associated with capital intensity, more

likely to be found in capital intena_¢e indu_tries. Whatever

the advantage, however, mono_ returns will accrue to the

particular firm; therefore, both profit_ anJ wages should

be higher than the norm. A related _._u_ent is made by

Henares. He feel._ that as a consequ_nce of both parity

rights and attitudes of those in po_e_- in the _':_ilip!)i_os,

American inve_tors we l'_ ,ble to capture th(,most p_'ofitab]e
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opport_nuities. The paint and rub'cot industries are

given as examples. (1979a: 150)

The choice of production p:-oce_s within an industry

is usually thought to be related to the wage-profit ratio.

Other factors, however, may be of i_,;po:rtance, pax'ticularly

for TNCs with their world wide opePations. Two-thirds of

the responding firms in Lindsey's s turvey report that initially

they used.equipment similar to that being used in their

affiliated TNG's home country p!_nts at the time they

started up operations. Half the remaimin6 firms initially

used equipment similar to that used in their TNG's home

country plants at some prior period of time. (1,981a: 19)

Ngo !luy Li_n notes that 1_ or" the 2_ foreign-owned firms

in the Bataan Export Processing ZoLo with whom he spoke

are using the s_e production method as is being used 'in

the home country of their parent firm, while 7 brought in

a production z_thod that has been ad_pted in sou,e ways for

Philippine conditions. Only 3 of the 2_ firms are using

production processes that are different from home coumtry

plants of their parent _ompany. ('1980: 3)

Mason, on the other hand, finds that 11 of the q8

firms in his sample are using equipment that is diffel-¢nt

,from that in the U.S. Two others did not have sUffici_-nt

knowledge to make a judgment. The remaini;_g 5, presumably

foreign-owned, said that although their firms' plants in

the 2hillppines are similar to the U.S., th:_y are staffed

differently and certain mechanized proce_5_,zs are excluded.

( 19_-,'-,}: 1...,7,_
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Lasserre and Boiset gathered information on 24 plants

built in the ASZAN region involvi:_{ E_.:l_oi)eani_[,_Cs. In

only 4 cases was th_ plaz_t d_<_ign d_9_,e locally. The other

17 plaats were desi_{ned in Euro!:,e; howe.vet, in 7 cases

adaptations were included that h.=t,_been sugges_,_d by

individuals in Southeast Asia who .._,'ereconnected with tile

project. (1980: 66)

X. Techn9! OF?f 'PT'_nSf,_r

There have been on]./fa few a_.tic].es specifically

addressed to the subject of transfer of tech:_olohqy to'the

Philippines, and they have lariel_, been overviews 9f' the

situation, (....oee Aseniero 1979, Constarltino fl978, 'B. Vil.le_:_:_3

1976,and Laszec_.e and Boiset 1980 ) ...., nowev_ _, there have

been case studJ.cs and references in other works that,

t0_ether.with the articles just refer'ted to, give some

indication _f uhe nature and extent •of trunsfer process

currently. _irsD we will look ab what is ha_peaing:

what tec_mologies are being transferred by foreign inv,:stol,s

whether .or no_ they are new to the ecoaoI-._..,_nd to what

extent a diffusion process is occurrin S. geco___d, we w_ll

briefly examine writings on the spf_ropriate_ess of. this

technolo_ for the Philippines.

lien g._tnered information in _.ntecviews wJ.[:a A_:_eric_.,n

and Japanese inve:_tors in _" _ "_oou_._cast Asia on the tj'pe of

the production processes being used in t}_eic _irms' pl_,nu._

in the re_ion For both groups, si:_:2le i._rc.._e:_,sr,,-,'._t__,._

accounts for a suos_'_ial _,_ajority of the r,rOj_.-,t._
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although it appears that the proportic, rl.of _,rojects that

are multi-product and complex product processes is higher

in the Philippine?, than elsewhere in Lout!least Asia.

(f1973a: 26-31; 1973b: 27-30) Snow (1q'_'_,,I) r_:':-rts thai_
:

most of tlle plants he visited in 197@ _ tr_<:_.Zauaan Zxport

Processing Zone are low teohnolob_j, low skill tr_xl;i]_e,

. - '," _.)lant isgarment, and shoe factories. The Ford ._._ti.,v:t_:<,_.

the ma_or exception. Scale of productio_ _nd the availability.

of needed skilled workers are mentioned as the ,{i.ostimportant

considerations in the selection of produc;t_-_to b_ proeluced

• "' that for theand process to be used. However, Allen a......s .

Japanese "emphasis was placed on trade (i.e., the fSow of.

materials and supplies from Japan) ..... _ (1973a: 31)

Lasserre and Boiset differentiate b<...... ,._.:eu downst_'eam

, and upstream technologies, arguing that t{.<,.reis more

tec_hnology transfer in the latter. . laterestingly they

add that in the strategies of both European arid ,ISE_C_

businessmen, "the acquisition.of tech.nology does not play.

a big role; market considerations are more importan_ . . ...."

(1980: a, 50)

Although• for every piece of equipment or process• _here.
, .-

•mush be someone who .first uses it, in the Philippine context

this does not mean that every foreign _.nvestor brings .in.

something new. In fuct, the opposite may be more nearly

the c_se. Almost 80 percent of the firms from which Lindsey

obtained infoz-mation said t!Lat equipment similar to that
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being used in their plants is bein_ _.:_ede!_ewhere in the

Philippines. Only about one-third of the respondents claimed

to be the first to use a particular pi_c_ oi" equipment

locally. Further, almost 90 perc_n_ said that the equipment

they !are using is available on the ope_ market. Approximately

half of these make modifications of tha_ equipment for their

own use. This, how_ver, h_s more to do win h the quality and

efficiency of production than with the abili_;j to secure the

necessary equipment for production in the first place. (1981a:

28-51) Control of or access to equipment does not appear

to be the major source of advantage of TNCs or their major

area of contribution.

Research and development is another area where the

contribution of Ti_ is a small or non-existent. Mason

found that the firms he interviewed are not ex_;ensively

involved in research. (q971: 64) Alsaaty reports that the

firms in his sum.vey spend on avera[_e 0.7 percent of net

sales on R & D. Interestingly, 50 percent of local firms

reported expenditul-_s in this area, while only 50 percent

of the foreign-owned firms did. ('1973: I06) Half of the

managers with whom Lindsey spoke said they are engaged in

R & D; however, little of the activity is in b_sic rese_rch
2

or in developing new products, l_ather el'fort_ are primarily

directed toward quality control, pr.._e_s alte__-ation, or

marketin_ strategies. Adaptations often need _o be made

because of climatic differences between the ?_hilippines

and the coun_.ry where the product _s ._-,_-igin_!lyd_velope_,

or because of local preferences of color, ta_t_,., s_ell, :_nd
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even hearing. (1981a: 34-35i al;._oseeAllen "197"_b. 33-54)

The significant element in _,i_eTNC.s' _'ransfar of

technology to the Philippines (OF, to put it a different way,

the element that Gives them a cc,_.i_.;_[t_t;vee,-_!leover domestic

producers) is in process technolog_v, no_ _quipment: process,

experience, quality.

As one executive put it: the ba._ic <_,_cipment is the
kettle -- te_tbook technology. But t_e_ _I',ere i_ the
art. This t_,e MNF-affiliat-ed firms ,_'e!:;_as their"

strong point. Even if the process technolog3_ could be
purchased, the accumulated experience oi" the _INF gave
them an advantage. (Lindsey 198qa: 3!%)

Allen arrives aW the same conclusion. (1973a: 56)

In his view, however, the situation is not as bie_k a_ ._.t
t

would seem if we focus on the technology "package" _'_th_r

than its components.

The packase of technolo._ is important as it is only
with foreign investment that a group of technologiC/'
components can be transferred. In fact the wider
package--market, technology, organization, finance--
constitutes a strong argument fo_ fo_,eign investments.
The actual strength of the arg_ent appears to be
diminished when it is examined item-by-item. (q973b: _4)

This position is rather weak. Precisely what is it

that is to be gained other than the sum of the components_

Weak components when added together, unless they reinforce

each other in some manner or interact to produce something

that is_differe_t than their individual contributions

summed, do not make more than a weak whole. The significance

of Allen's work is that he went beyond the superficial view

that the erection of a plan_ and its operation neeess._rily

involves tecknology transfer to a more penetrating look

at the sub,_tance of the process. It is un#ortunate
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that he draws back from ths implic_,ul_n_ of his findings

in his conclusion.

Oumagun, one of the few to undertake a case stud M

Of technology transfer, examines tl:e adve[,_ising and

pharmaceutical industries. In doing [_o, he provides an

excellent example o£ how pz_ivate w_if_Jre and social welfare

criteria are confused.

The author begins by showing how sub_dia_.ies of larse ,

tra_snational advez, tising firms were able to take over the

secounts of local affiliates of transnational firms .from

]_ilipino advertising companies because of contacts abz-oad

between the two p-arent TNCs. The TNC _dv_rtis_ng. subs_diary,

according to Cuaagun, has a monopolistic advantage.-

Moreover, having captured the market, t):e advel.tislng giants

affect little transfer of technoloFj. Cumagun argues thlt

the advel-tising stFatesies of the subsidiaries are developed

abroad{ then, th_ package is sent to the Phili_pines and

implemented ioc_.,:'ly. Even if the advertising subsidiary

employees are Fi.L.q_,inos, there is little benefit to the

country. All that is done at th_ subsidiaA-# level is to

extend or adapt an already existisg plan. He goes on to

•detail the entrance of transnati_-,nal advertising a£_:_cies,

their rise in importance in tile industry, and the TNC

connection of their clients. (1979: "I_-_'_2)

In his second case study, Cuma_u_, examines the

pharmaceutical indus tl_y, noting that there i.:_ litt]._: tl-_.:_._l'er

of technolo_j and no R & D. Only _n the aFeas of as._,,_u._y

a_d therapy i_ so_e transfer occurring. }ie _en excu:_e_,_#he
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transnational pharmaceutical firms b2 a_'Eui:_g (:hat basic

manufacture of drugs is expensive, economies of scale are

involved, and, anyway, the firms a;c making available the

benefits of science paid for else_herc._ u_'_course, this

i_ores the licensing fees paid by local subsidiaries, as

well as profits and o_her equity related incomes that are

remitted. (1979:18.  -19%)

In his discussion of the advertising industry, Cumagu/l

takes a social perspective: success of the TNC results from

monopolistic advantage and there is little transfer of

technology. In looking at the pharmao,%utical industry,

however, the interest of the firms dominate.

Surely, in practice the private i_terests of the•TNCs

must be tak_:i_,i_to account, or, r_ther, they canalo_ be

totally ignored. But in analyzing their impact upon the

Philippin_ _conomy, it should be from a social perspective.

Economies of scale, for example, have little to do with

why transnational pharmaceutical companies do not engage in

intermediate production in the Philippines. For them th_

world is the relevant market, not the Philippines.

i When it is in the interest of TR_ to establish

large scale, basic industries in the Philippines_ they do

so. Espiritu (1977:15-16) and Constamtino (_978: 2_8-259)

_nte_ing Plantmention th_ establishment of the Philippine ':'_

by Kawasaki S_eel Corporation of Japan. i-ido (_97/)

discusses the project in detail. Unfortunately, oft times

the reasoning behind a TNC's ese_ _shing a plant producing

intermediate or basic goods in _ ird wo_Id country is
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outside the influence of local of['icials. In the case of

Kawasaki Steel, as the authors p<_i_t out:, the sintering

plant was slot erected in Ja[,a:l b_:c_use of the widespread

protest of tile Japanese people over pol].ution associated

with its operation.

"-_ _ hnol o_iy:, isImportant as the initial tr::r._L_r el tee

the extent to which the fN0_ as tr_,u_._ferer, f_,cilitates

the movement of the new technolo_/{ into the rest of the

eoomom?. Th_s diffusion process can occul- in nev eral ways:

licensing agree<ent_ copying (wi_h the 2_iC,serving as a

model), 8ubcor_tzacting, management and technical advice

on a fee basis or otherwise, and tra:_sfer of employees to

locally-owned firms, among others.

A study was undertaken in the early 1970s off licensin,g

a_eements between foreign firms and fir_,,sregi._tered in

the Philippines. (Virata 1972b) M:_ga]lor,a points out that

the majority of licensing agreements identified are bet_;een

a TNC and a local firm in which it has subs'_.,'.tial equity

interest. (1977: 121) In such cases, how useful is the

transfer of technolo#_y to the sc,c[et#?

Diffusion of technolo£17 trar_sfer, however, can not

only come about in the direct manner Maj_%!lo,ua s_e-_ks of,

but also more indirectly by subsidi:__ries sov.rzin_ inputs

locally and/or pl-oviding technical as_str_n,.-e t'o their

suppliers or to other local firm.'_. _"_a,'_o_ b,_l_ves that

most of the influence of U.S. fiz-._[_s_,'_the _ilippi-h-..'- is

indirect, exerted through com_>etitic_n. 2h:.:e are only

rarel F formal mechaoi_ms 7c, Cr_n_fcr tec!-[.ic._lor
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managerial knowledge of U.S. subsidiaries to Filipino

firms. He concludes that there is "l_tt!e evidence that

[Filipino]practices were strongly influenced by U.S. firms

regardless of the type of relationship whether it be

competitor, customer, supplier, oi. licensor." (1969; 169-

470)

Lindsey's results are similar. Cnly one-fourth of

the responding firms believe that their production methods

have. served as a model for other i'irms in the economy. Also,

only seven managers •said that their firms h'_d assisted local

companies over the past 5 years. (1981a: 50, 75) Fl_:___y,

as we shall discuss in the next section, the_-e appears to

be relatively little _ransfer of workers and mazlagers from

TNC-affiliated to domestically-owned firms.

Overall the conclusion must be that there is relatively

little transfer of technology occurring and tha_ wbich2_

taking place to a great extent remains under the control of

TNCs. If you will, it exists in an enclave. This situation

is in part a consequence of the simple process-tecimolo_

_that is being transferred. There is little room for

horizontal or vertical linkages or skill development.

(Allen 1973b: 29)

But, of course, there are other reasons. To the extent

that the position of TNCs is due to their world wide system

of operations, they are going to be reluctant to engage in

local sourcing that mi_ht initially be less :prfitable. Also,-,

i
they are going to be reluctant to part with t,t-c_Lnologi_s

over which they hsve monopolistic control. For example,
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Lasserre and Boiset point out theft [;u.uc.p_,:_u_iX_bs in ti,eir

investments and licencing a,--ree:,,:{,tso ......_, the AIJEA2{ region,

use coding of ruw materials, pu_._;__,._e aq_'enents know-how,

and patents to protect their t_-c_h_,.;_•:_£!.e_.(q9c.3: 60)

The subject of :appropriatene_ •;,of t._.e,•,"]sfe:'redtec?u_olo,./j

is an important one in the lite_'Jt;u_.:e,althcu£h it is not

always discussed under this hea,.i]n_j;.'_e ace u_irig the te_-m

here in its general meaning, including but not limited to

th@ intermediate technologTy usuag_. _.._m_._discuses the issue

as one of correct factor proportio!is; the t[.ausferred

technolo_ is teo capital inten_Jv,_, 6the.',s ari_ue tKat 9iiCs

are transferring only labor-inte_-ilve, ._t:a_,_d_rdized•

technology to take adva:_tage of c ,_.._,.._,:,__n_.,_<illed Imbor.

The difference in views i.,_to _:_,._,_:_deFf_'ee one of

insufficient information. More .i.,_;:p,_i-tumtlj_however, is

that the_-e aFe two issues inv01ved_ ,..±.no_.-_;hthis is not

always apparent from the discussi_._,_, i_hose w{_o ax,,£uethat

TI_Cs are using overly capital-inte:•_--_ive [)_¢d_ction pr<tcesses --

taking either a neo-classical_ _,_

..' to tintermediate tecAnolo_ appz'oach -- _......

extent of unemploymenu (arid perh_f.s _k-[ll _;_v_i].abilitl/)and

the low level of saving in the i:hili_)2in,-'_. 21".ei_::)grt,ar_-t

issue to t_is group is a domesti<: or_e, .--_ndthe solution

demands a :r:ore !ah,ot,-inten'_ive i:,/__:._Ttrj_lizutior__rocesz

than now exi:._ts. "rYheliterat,_re on thi:> t_):_]¢ i_-_

hut s-_nce it is ¢.-.,z_.:;-:l.ed _J. th " ....... "considerable,

- _- +

general and n,_t just that f_.... n li_._i_ted b$' f_>_'eJ.--__''_

we shall not _:_-,ke' ,q,.
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The dominant issue to those holding the other

view is as much political as economic, i_ter_tional

as domestic. Transferred technolo_ is not

compared with some hypothetical alternative in which the

stock of machinery a_d equipment of the same valuation

would fully employ the labor force, l_ather, it is

compared with the larger _ooI of technologiy that exists in

the world or that is ow-aed by TNCs. It is in this sense

that" the technology being transferred is labor intensive.

Unemployment is not the issue. Rather_ it is the

"deleterious attempts of global enterprises to effect a

new international division of labour .... " (Constantino
v

"978_ 229) The p_esen_ Pattern of foreign investment"by

TNCs has created an undesirable situation for third world

countries. _Techn01ogy, on which they rely as a me_ 6f

achieving independence, becomes a medium • of dependence. 9

This trend, at any rate, prevents the host country from

taking the path of independent development." (_agallona

1977: 129) Lindsey (1981b) argues that this technological

dependence results from the partial nature of the transfer_.

A discussion of the •theories of development of those

who take a more orthodox economic approach and those who

bring in political and social factors, and an inquiry into

the theoretical debates involved would take us far beyond

ouac purpose.• However, in ending this section, we will

briefly summarize one investigation that u_ed a oolit;ica]

economy approach.
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Tadem (1978) looks at the demand in Japan for

fishery products available in the i_i,ili_pines and the

involvement of Japanese in the Philii:4)ine fishing industry.

Trade involves fishery products flcwing both ways: the

Philippines exports raw fish and imports canned mackel,el

and sardines (quality fish in exch:Jn_e for cheaper kinds).

He argues that the Japamese foreigu assistance, investment,

and loans are not used to modernize th_ Philippine fisheries

industry for the benefit of Filipinos, but are desiEned for

increasing production for export for the Japanese market.

The author draws particular attention to Japanese involvement

in the development of the fishing port of Navotas and the
f

displacing effect on Filipino workers and marketers. He

concludes by emphasizing the need to view Japanese interest

in the Philippine fisheries industry in context of the

overall economic strategy of Japa_ towards the Philippines.

Xl, Tra_nin;_ and Skill Develo_m!_ntl

In almosv any list of the bene£ici_l effects of forei6n

investment, particularly by multinati_nal firms, manpower

development and training will be ranked rather hi{h. 'i_here

is a widespread view in the Philippines, bouh within the

private sector and without, that transnational firms have

played a key role in the developmen_ of hiss! level

manpower in the economy. There also appears to be a

consensus that foreign investment contributes substantially

to increasing the po01 of skilled workers. In this s_ction

we will review the literature that makes refe_'ence to the

subject.
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It is a geneFal.complaint amon5 industrialists

in the Philippines that there are shortages of workers

with required skills and that training institutions and
• !

universAties do not provide sufficiently or properly

trained technical graduates. ForeiS;_-owned firms are no

exception, although the shortages do not appear to be

sufficiently acute, according to Mason, to require

alterations in production methods. (1971: 57; also see

Ngo 1980: 9) It should be mentioned, however, that in

reading the literature it is dlffic_It to separate complaints

about insufficient numbers or training of entry level

_ersonnel of various skills, on the one hand, from

complaints about the lack of experienced workers, on the

other.

Moreover, the area of complaint must be rather small.

In the firms Llndsey interviewed, unskilled workers account

for an average of 42 percent of tl_e firms' work forces,

a figure that is increased to around 63 percent if the

office staff is included. Skilled workers average Just •

under 25 percent of the work force, while supervisors

and professional and managerial, staff accounted for @

percent and 9 percent, respectively. (1981a: 38) This

latter group, the ones to whom most training is directed,

comprise only slightlymore than one-third of the total.

Snow reports that of the 15 mostly small to medium

sized firms that he interviewed in the Batasn Export

Processing Zone (only 2 of which had no foreign-owned

equity), 13 have no formal orientation program before sendin_
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workers to the shop floor. The majority use supervisors,

"line leaders_" and 01;h_s to teach new com_-s. The

emphasis is on discipline and socialization to the

standards of the work place. With t,he c_jol- exceptions

of the Ford stamping plant and a textil_, mill, over 85

percent of the workers are women, • usually young. The

workers are generally taught only one specific task. If

a worker learned to make an entire garment, one manager

reasoned, she would probably leave the factory and set up

her own shop. Snow Eoes on to sa# that "the m,_laFierS Of

the companies operating in 1975, with few excci,tion3 t

confirmed that relatively few sophisticated skills _ere

being taught". (1977: 97-101)

Allen notes tha_ the teclmologies being used b#

A_erican and Japanese investors are generally simple

processes in which there is little d_velopment of the

skill of the work force. In the export oriented _ndu_Lrie_,

for example , Japanese firms usually manufacture products

that are at the cheaper, less sophisticated end of the

market where there is strong price competition. Che_p

labor with few skills is employed. (Allen 1975a: 50-3!;

1973b : 29)

Ten of the 18 firms surveyed by Mason provide some

training: on-the-Job, short courses, seminars, and

specialized training abroad. Only 7 of them (# A_e_.ican-

owned and 3 Filipino-owned), however, have a formal budget

for training, and it is small, ranging from 0.# percent to

3 percent of the wage bill. (Mason, q969, pp. 139-142)
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Alsaaty reports that 80 percent of t!_. foreign-

owned firms in his sample have some type of _raiuing

program, and half of this group has ._at at least two

]_ilipinos abroad during the 1966-1970 period. However,

only about 9 percent of the workers in these firu_s had some

training durin_ the 1966-1970 Period. Programs avecaged

2 months in duration with most of the efforts directed

towards management and technical personn_l. The average

budget for these programs was 0.2 percent of the firms'

net sales. (1973: 66-73)

Nineteen firms surveyed by Lindsey provided information

on their training practices. An equivalent of almoner 40

percent of these companies' total 19.79 work force received

at least some trainin_ during the past 5 y_'s. The

significance of this figure, however, is lessened _en

Job turnover is t_ken into account; the average ,ha-ation

of employment is only 6 years. A large majority of those

trained (70 percent) are production workers, but they

receive mostly on-the-Job training. • The training p_riod

for this group ranged from 2 to 5 days to over a year and

a half, with an average of abot%t two weeks.

Ca the other hand, professional and manageri_l staff,

about 9 percent of the responding fir,_s' work force,

accounted for almost one half of the participants full-

time training programs. The median duration of such

programs is four to five weeks, double %_at of the on~the-

Job training programs.
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Lindsey al_Jo found that ther_ was a rather narrow

range of skills demanded by TNC employers: mostly machine

operators, carpenters, mechanics, and other repairmen.

In most areas there is an existi_g pool of skilled

manpower. The foreign-owned l'irm sees itself primarily

as ungrading or "focusing" the skills, rather than

enlarging the local pool. Finally, the employers reported

tha_ both skilled workers and managers are not, by and

large, transferring from TNG firms to domestic firms. Those

employees changing jobs, if they ar_ not going abroad, are

transferring to other TNC firms. (1981a: g6-59) Ngo Huy Lien

(1980: 13) finds the same pattern.

Mason notes that American-owned and Filipino-owned

firms dif:'er in their staffing methods, skill mix, and

perception of areas of skill shortage. U.S. firms employ

a relatively larger proportion of their labor force in

executive, •technical and semi- or un-skilled categories,

while Filipino firms used relatively more professional and

•skilled •employees. Hesuggests that the difference might

be partly because U.S. firms produce tec_mical]y more

sophisticated products. Standardization also plays a role.

U.S. firms have long experience in the production of
technically refined prod_acts and have developed well
defined procedures for their production under a wide
variety of circumstances . . they can employ
lower level skills in the production process. At the
same time however, to see t_at the procedures are being
properly followed and implemented, a largel_ input of
supervisory talent is required." (1969: 128-i_,0)

At the beginning of this section, it _as remarke_ th_

there is the _]eneral perception that 2?_Cs have contribut,_d
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to the development of managers in the Philippines.

Although this appears to be th,_ case, at least in

comparison with the extent of t_'ainin6 of skilled worke_,s,

there has been considerable discussion as to whether

Filipinos are actually allowed to assume the r_ins of

power. See, for example, Espiz,itu, (1977: 13-14).

This i8 in part a question of control, but it also involves

training and development of managerial capabilities. So,

we "will take it up here.

Forty percent •of•the firms Alsaaty interviewed employ

expatriate personnel, with the larger firms having the

larger number. (1973_ 7@-76) Allen reports that in joint

ventures with significant Japanese equity, Japanese

personnel normally occupy the key posit_ons, citing lack

of trained manpower as the reason. American firms find

it essential to bring in outsiders during the early stages

of an operation. However, as locals are trained, the

U.S. personnel are replaced' In addition, some local

staff are sent abroad for training. (1973a: 25; 1975b: 25)

Lindsey also inquired into this issue. Twenty-six

firms supplied information, 8 o_ which say they are

completely Filipinized. Five more only emliloy a foreign_l-

only in the top position. At the other end of the

spectrum, three executives said that more than five

expatriates are generally employed at one time in their

firms. (1981a: 59'#0)

The usual reason given for the employm,_nt of expatA_i_tes

is the lack of qualified Filipinos. Linds_y found upton
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inquiry that the situation is more complicated: compalky

policy is important, as is home office jud_:-_i_._entas -to

whether a local qualified person is available; some

executives explained that hiring policie_ "_e_-ecurrentlF

changing and that foreigners were b_inE phased out; a

few referred to long standing prejudices (of their

predecessors); and one was worried shout the impact On

the pay structure of Filipino employees if a Filipino was

brought into a high paying position. Some, in justifying

the local employ of foreigners, point to the seconding

of Filipinos abroad. (1981a: 42-44)

In Joint ventures the employment of expatriates in

high positions raises unique issues; the distinction

between training E_nd doin5 it one's own _y become blurred.

A series of stuciL_s have come out of the Third World

Studies Center at the University of the Philippines

discussing the cultursl and management problems of joint
i,"•

ventures in the Philippines, particularly between Filipinos

and Japanese. (Tsuda 1977; David 1978; David and _suda 1978;

and David and David undated; see also Lassarre and Boisot qg_O)

The Japanese feel that the famiLy-run style of business is the

source of mu¢_ _ifficulty and is the m_0st backward.feature of

Filipino business. They feel that Filipino owners are too

authoritarian, personally making decisions, thereby not

allowing the development of good managers. This is

intensified by the lack of an institutionalized pror._otion

process. TLe emphasis on short term growth is felt to be

counterproductive at the micro level (long run profitabiltiy)
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and at the macro level (development of the Philippine

economy). The low pay of workers and repressive measures

of Filipino employers result, in the view of the japanese,

in submissive workers who do not work hard or have a

commitment to the firm.

]_illpinos on the other hand see their Japanese

counterparts as narrow minded and risid. They feel that

their agreementswith them involve restrictive clauses

and that often equipment from the Japanese partner are

older models or second hand. The Japanese technical

advisors at times "counter manage" the workers in the

factory. And, the Japanese do not want the FilipinOs .to

compete with Japanese firms on the world market. Finally,

inasmuch as the Japanese often brings more to the Joizt

venture than. the .Fi!ipino-..loans, markets,, raw materi'als,

technology -- their _elative power in the organization is

igreater than that which the Japanese/Filipino equity ratio

iwould suggest, _

XII. Monopgly, 'Power, Land LInfluence

Many forelgn invest ors, pazticularly the transnational

Corporations, are sufficiently large to have a significant

impact upon the economic environments in which they operate,

There is concern that the TNCs engage in business practices

that are to their advantage in their world wide operations,

but are detrimental for the economic development of the

host countries. What precisely constitutes such behavior

is not easy to define; L. Bautista, however, provides a

description.
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The precise coverageof restrictive business
practices would not be possiol_. Restrictive practices
•have grown out of the circumstances in which the
enterprises have found themselves. As a result, it
has been very difficult to come up with the definition
that would•cover all restrictiv_ practices. They are
easier to define, however, wher_ discovered. With • the
changing methods of trade anti business, new types of
restrictive business practlce_ haw_ surfaced. Based on
existing practices there are five broad categories of
restrictive business practices: .(1) the collaboration
of enterprises by means of restrictive asreements or
the establishment of so-called "cartels" to impose
conditions on the •market, which are beneficial to
themselves and frequently detrimental to other enter_Jrises
or consumers; (2) abuse of dominant market power;
(3) growth in market through acquisitions, mer_ers and
takeovers; (@)existence of monopoly or the growth
of monopoly through internal expansion by the
enterprise itself; and (5) practices directly affecting
consumers. Of thesepractices, multinational firms in
developing countries have often been accused of practices
in categories I to 3, (1977: 142-I_3)

Espiritu mentions the followin_ specific azeas of

concern in the Philippines: restrictions on exports of
• j

local firms (product, •geographical market, and/or brand

•name), either at all or without prior _.pp_mval of the TNC
": .. ., ,.

•. , • . -.

licensor; tied-ln purchases of raw materials; restrictions

on mebhod of production; payment of minimum royalty and

other fees; patent process :improvement,bylicensee accruing
.. '. :

to!icensor; agreements comstrued and disputes settled

according to laws of other countries; and restrictions On

termination of agreements. (q977: 57'58)

Several studies have examined the possibility of

monopolistic behavior by TNCs in the specific industries.

One of these has been conducted on the b ankin_ industry.

The opening of the commercial banking system in April

1975 gave rise to some concern. Lava (1976) examin_Js

the size of the resulting "financial flows for fih_ I._ree-
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year period ending in 1976, as well as the impact upon

_ecislon-making in the banking system. In 1976 he

estimates that almost 50 percent of the net worth of

the private commercial banks was £orei_n owned. The

inflow of equity capital and counter-part loans for

the three years was about 5 percent of total foreign

exchange receipts. Althou_h this m_ght have had some

•positive impact on the balance of payments in the short

term he questions the long term benefit., The capital

inflow •, he feels, did help to moderate the •recession

arisingfromthe-197_ oil crlsis, and it had little

inflationarYimpact.. Although the foreisn banks probably

influence the Operations of the banks in which they invest,

it does not appear that th_y"_e able to control bank

_:policies. •Finally , Lava argues that the solution to ,
__ _:./.... ' ,

-_problema of stability of the banking system in the
•_'•_¢_i__•_i_••..•..../.• • ••_ ,•

_jPhilippines is not increased size of individual banks.

_!:Rather-••itis removin s of •corrupt or incompetent managemenC.

  WO  st di,'d,,l p,a!tioal1withthe- to,obil°i dU t -y.
...._ •r•••?ii••••••-....._• •__ , .... ••••••••!..... •• , ....

_,Both'give a background on the development of the industry ..

_'inthe"i,..Philippines, including the. creation of the Progressive'

Car: nanufacturing ProKram. Laxa, e_t al_ (_979) discuss the

state of tecb_uology in the local industry, including the

increase in the amo_ut of subcontracting. They examine •

the practice of using a deletion allowance approach to

pricing and the impact on car prices as local content

••increases. • They point out that although th_ _JCs in the

, industry have consistently reported losses, locally-owned
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firms have reported profits.

Ohara is more concerned with the world strategy

and operations of transnational auto manufactu_,ers, and

he looks at their operations in the Philippines in light

of this: the Progressive Car Manufacturing Program

(PCMP); the development of an "Asian" car; and the local

content and pricing policies of the manufacturers. He

examines the operation of Ford Motor Company in some

depth, particularly theil- world market strategy. Ohara

feels their strategy is based on two opposing principles.

First, Ford attempts to maintain as direct a control over

its overseas s_bsidiaries as possible. He quotes the

President of Ford Asia-Paciflc and South Africa as saying

in 1972 that the company had no plans of s_lling stocks

of Ford Philippines to Filipino investors, adding that

"'the top managers of the company would not want any

dilution in the management of Ford Motor Company's inter-

national operations. J" (1977: 176)

Second, the company tries to overcome the limits of

national bo_udaries and cultural differences. As a vice-

president of Fod put it, ''It is our goal to be in

every single country there is. We at Ford Motor Company

look at a world without boundaries. We don't consider

ourselves basically an American company. '" (176)

Ohara identifies economic nationalism as it pertains

to the automobile in terms of "a people's acquisition of

the technological ability and the productive means to

manufacture cars." (189) He then argues tha_ the PCMP
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and the operations of the transn;_tional automobile firms

do not significantly contribute to the realization of

this aspiration. Rather, the TNCs try to present "the

goal of world industry and the Filipino dream of

nationalism . . . as one and the same thing." (189-190)

It is, in Ohara's view, unthinkable that the specialized

production in the Phil_pplne automobile industr_j will be

expanded by the TNCs under tae PMCP guidelines to complete

domestic production. On the other hand_ attempts by the

TNCs to tie nationalist aspirations to a consumption

pattern based on a preference for foreign products and a

vision of the Philippines as a "motorized society," has

a distorting ei_:_ct on Filipino culture and society. ('193)

There has been one major investigation of licensing

agreements, particularly those that potentially limit

exports. The survey covers 527 firms with foreign-owned

equity and/ol_ technical collaboration agreements with

foreign firms in the period ending in 1970. (Virata 1972b:

I-9) The sampling method is not discussed; therefore, one

must be careful in drawing conclusions. For example,

Magallona points out that the majority of the agreements

summarized in the study are between TNCs and their local

subsidiaries or branches and firms in which they hold the

majority of the equity. He draws the following conclusion,

These points clearly show that transfer of
technologJ in the Philippines, as dominated by the
TNCs, is a misnomer_ It is a misleading label for
intracorporate transactions, indicating that if there
is any tecluaologj transferred this is done by the _NCs
to themselves. Licensing agreements in the hands of
the TNCs are not arm's length transactions but are
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contracts in which• both the licensor and licensee
are the same corporate interest or person. (1977: 121)

It is not with the logic of Ma_allona's point with

which we quibble; in fact, we agree. Rather it is the link

with Virata's data. Surely the sample is large enough to

be of interest and importance. However, since we do not

know the population or sampling method, we cannot make a

judgement as to how :'epresentative the data is. More

importantly, it is well known that subsidiaries and parent

firms do not need formal agreements; they az-e, as Magallona

points out, the sa_e corporate interest or person. His

point is as relevant to purportedtransfers of technology

without a_reements as it is to those with. Yinally, it is

a bad proxy, in our view, to use the number of licensing

a_reements as a measure of technoiog.v transfer. Without

k.now.i._ugtheir contents, as well as the extent of implementation,

there is no way of knowing much aboutthe nature or extent

oF usefulness of the temhnolo@_ covered by the agreement.

Virata provides a short summary of the roylaty fees

paid under the contracts (1972b: 10-12), but inasmuch as

information was not available on 40 percent of them, it is

difficult to arrive at conclusions.

The most important part of the work is that dealing

with restrictive clauses. Half of the 254 agreements

surveyed contain restrictive clauses: S2, or almost

two-thirds involve export restrictions, and 67, over 50

percent, include tle-in purchases of raw materials. (12)

Examples are given for the automobile, pharmaceutical,

petroleum industries. "T_eEpharmaceutical3 industry is
and
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Foreign-dominated and details of licensin_ agreements

)etween subsidiaries and parent companies have not been

_ade public; most often, the aj_reemen_tscons_i_st.o.f_n..f0_r.mal

Instructions from_ a parent to a subsidiary." (1972b: 18,

_mphasis added) Lindsey finds the same type of informal

arrangements with respect to exports in some of the firms

_hat he interviewed. Managers say they can not export to

many areas without encroaching on the market of their

parent TNC or another of its subsidiaries or affiliates.

(1981a=

In the automobile industry, there is widespread use
, . .., .-

. " the practice of subtracting theof "deletion allowances,

price of a part deleted from the overall price of an

imported, completely knocked down automobile. Ohara points

out that the deletion allowance is usually set at a price
. . . • -:"

far lower than the price of the same component imported
• : .. ,.

as a spare part. Thus, a process of transfer pricing
.. , . . .

exists. (1977_ 175) Virata's concern is more with the

impact on local manufactuming. "Since the major components

are not available locally, it would be to the advantage

of the l_censee to import the ez_tire package...."

(1972b: 17) He concludes by pointing out the seriousness
, • -. .

of the issue of tied-in purchases since it involves very

large amoungs of foreign exchange. The same is true, of

course, for restrictions on exports.

Others mention the problem of restrictive agreements

in passing. David and David note that the Filipino partners

of join_ ventures with whom they spoke complain about the
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restrictive clauses between the Joint venture and the

Japanese TNC partner. They give as example the need to

obtain the expressed consent of the rNC before entering

Into business relationships with other- companies, and

controls over product development.

In 1977 and 1979,E. Bautlsta published articles on

the drug industry in the Philippines, the latter one in

collaboration with Clemente. The articles are quite

critical, pointing to the dominant share of the marke_ in

the hands of TNCs, the limiting of domestic production

to compoundlng and packaging (95 percent of the industry's

raw material8 being imported), _he lack of local R & D,

the unnecessarily high cost of imports (transfer pricing),

the high profits, dividends, and royalties repatriated,

and the overuse of brand, rather than generic, names.

Examples of the cost of importation of specific drugs by

TNC subsidiaries versus the cost of importation by non-

TNC drug firms were given. (E. Bautista _977; Clemente and

Bautista 1979)

The Drug Association of the Philippines in an

undated paper replied to the Clemen_e and Bautista paper.

They argue rthat the expenditure on drugs in the Philippines

.is not unreasonable, that much of the data presented by

Clemente and Bautista is wrong, and that the use of generic

drugs is not to be preferred over brand name drugs.

Unfortunately the debate has not been pursued. It is an

important issue, and further inquiry would increase

substantially our knowledge of the role of foreign investment
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in the Philippines.

The issue of transfer pricing has been taken up by

others. Langley examines the operstions of the petroleum

industry in the Philippines in the 195Os and _96Os. She

concludes that the Philippines was a "captive m:_rket w of

the oll TNCs and that the average f.o.b, price in the

Philippines was substantially higher ($0.30 to $O.L_O per

barrel) than that paid by independent buyers or by

countries with more bargaining power. Although the

country gained by importing crude and refining it

domestically (the industry estimated this at _25 million

in the mid-196Os), this gain was reduced significantly

through the process of transfer pricing estimated by

Langley to be in the order of _I0 million. (1970: 40-4q)

Dang makes the following comment on price setting

in Joint ventrues in Taiwan and the Philippines.

... the parent retained control of this function

price determination] although the degree of flexibility
f the subsidiary varied from company to company.

Some firms recommended a set of prices to the parent
for approval. Others simply presented cost data to
the parent who determined the wordwide pricing strategy
for all affiliates. And still others adopted formulae
provided by the parent in their dealings with
distributors in overseas markets. Regardless of the
degree of local autonomy, price policies were coordinated
at regional meetings and ultimately were decided upon
at the parent level. In one case, the poor profit
performance of one subsidiary in the sample could be
partially attributed to the fact that 95% of its
exports had been made to or through the parent and
affiliated companies and yet it was constrained
in the determination of sales prices. (Tran Thanh Dan_
1977: IO2-IO3)

Dang also found that the TNC parent dominated both

importing and exporting _ecision-making. They "exercised
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a high degree of con,_rol over iml_crt v, :_Jus local content

policies. . . ," and the bulk of t_:e overseas sales of

the local f[l-m were made to rel_t_;d co_[__anies of the TNC.

(qos,qoo)

Men_ion should be mude of th_ s_,udy made by the

Corporate In forc_atloa Center of _h_J N_,tional Council

of Churches which "explores the natu_,:,=and extent of

Amez.ican multin_::;ion_:! investment in the Philippines

and its rel_i_,aship to _he econoi_ic development policies

of the Philippine government, and martial law." (1973: 6)

The work includes several industry studies, including

fruit products, automobiles, petroleum, rubbec, banking,

timer, mining, and sugar. Also there are cha_ters on the

history of A_:eric_n investment in the Philip,,pines and on

the reaction of American firms to martial law. The mate}:ia],

while broad in _cope und interesting, is largely introd-

uctory. Host of the information is from newspapers and

other secondazy sources.

Joint ventuz.es have been promoted a_] one means of

transferring conUrol of productive resourcec _o local

capitalists. In his study of Joint ventu_.es in l_aiwan

and the Philippines, Dang casts doubt on this view.

Defining control in terms of the degree of autonomy of

the local firm from its affiliated TNC and the _'elative

roles of the local partner and the T_C managers, Dang

concludes tha_J there is no relationship between the

proportion of foreign ownership and the extent of control

exerted by the I'LC. The reason is "simply b_:_au:_e in
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almost all cases, the local p:<l'_nez-scont;r_,but;e l_ttle

beyond capital investment .... Ful,the_',_ot.e, the local

partners are often not interested in manageL;ent of the

firm. Rather, they consider tl',eimvestn_ent as diversifi-

cation strategy i:",their personal Jnvestmen_ [)ol,tt"olio. "

(Tran Thanh Dang 1977; 225)

The implication here is that, one, economic resouz, ces

within the Phili.pp_nes are concentrated in the hands of a

relatively few local capitalists, and two, it is these

capitalists that are the primary Join_-ventuz, e partners

of foreign investors. Li_dsey has shown that the stl'uctul'_

of Philippine ms nufacturln s is highly concentrated. _'ol,

1970 the tb:'_e-est;abllshment value added concentration

ratio avez-aged 36 percent at the two-digit ISIC level of.

aggregation. In addltion a significant part of the Ju_b_--

industry difference in price-cost margins is explained by

value added concentratio=. (1977: 308-509) Elsewhel-e he

examines the relative size of firms in Philippine

manufacturing. In 197o over half of the total assets of

the 500 lax'_ost manufacturing lira,s is accounted for by

the 60 la_gest firms and over 60 percent of the assets of

the latter, is controlled by the 20 largest fi_.ms. (1979:

190. 192)

Doherty approaches the subject from a diffe['ent

directior_, go.Jn_ beyond Lindsey's work by looking at the

pattern of control over the corporate sector. He bl,in_s

together a cou'_;iderab]e amoun_ of in fez,marion on

inter!ockin_ direcuorates betwee,,l 12 co::.:mePcJal banks and
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various corporatio,_s in thu econ,:my. It is not designed

to be exhaustive; rather, as the titl_ states, it is

preliminary. None the less, the linkJ between the banks,

especially 5 of them, and the financial, manufacturing,

commercial, arid service sectors of t;he economy is

considerable. The 12 banks have 684 director interlocks

with 309 e_er_rises. (1979: 100)

Many of the identified enterprises are foreign owned

or have foreizn equity. Although not the major purpose of

his monograph, Doherby does point to the interlocking

directorates between thes_ firms and the 12 banks, thus

showing which local capitalists ar_ linked with which

foreign firms.

The work can be criticized in several ways. First,

it is not clear why, in the Philippines, banks should be

the organizing unit around which control and interrelatedness

a_e exa_ined. Second, given the importance of fo_elg_l

investment i_i the economy, it could have been given more

attention. Thirdly, some of the organization and expositio_

could be im_:oved and some obviously incorrect comments

omitted. Nevertheless, as a preliminary study the WODk

by Doher.by succeeds in providing a considel-able amount of

informati <_n.

Tsuda in a very interesting study of Ja_u_ese-

Filipino join_ ventures also shows thedomi_ant participatio_

of the B_ilipino elite. He identifies 25 "leading"Filipino.

partner_ and 21 "other" Fili_Jino p;_±-_::ers, on the one

hand, a':',..:! 6 major Japanese busiz_ess tjroups (the _,:._-_i:.,._,l:-_n)
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on the other. Sixty eight major Joint ventures between

the Japanese business groups and the Filipino partners

account for 81.6 percent of Japanese investment in all

Japanese-Filipino Joint ventures. Fifty eight of these were

with the "leading N Filipino pa_-tners, accownting for 78.@

percen_ of all Japanese investment. Forty 05"the 68 were

among the 10OO largest firms in the Philippines in 1976,

as were @ other Japanese-Fllipino Joint ventures. (1978z 79, 151-152)

It should be noted that in attempting to view

Japanese investment in the Philippines as dominated almost

entirely by join_ ventures, Tsuda includes Kawasaki gteel's

Philippine Sintering Plant in Mindanao. Accounting for

'_.7 percent of all Jai_anese investment in the Philippines

at the time of T_uda's study, its Japanese equity was

_478.6 million. In contrast the Philippine government had

invested _3OO; thi:_ is0.0000627 percent of _he to_al. (3_I)

Obviously the Philippine equity participation is insigni-

ficant although the size of the sintering plant demands

that it be included in studies of Japanese foreign investment

in the Philippines. One could argue that the negotiations

surrcunding the investmen_ by Kawasaki and the creation

of Phillrpine V_terans Investment and Development CorporationJ

to purchase the land cu which the sintering plants sits,

involves "Jointness" in the invest:m_,ntproject. (see Kido

1977) But the case is not made in '1_suda'swork. This

should not detract significantly, however, from the

information that he has presented.
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The concentration of Filipino joint-venture partners

among the Filipino elite can be ex_)la_ned by referring to

the factors that Japanese investors e_phasize in selecting

partners: access to capital, access to flaw materials,

access to markets (including thi_.d country markets), and

durability and/or access to political influence. (David

and Tsuda 1978) It is obviously the elite that has the

•wealth and business and political connections to meet these

requirement s.

Cagampang-de Castro discusses a legal reason for the

concentration and su_gests a possible solution.

The bias which the system has in favor of Joint •
ventures supports the idea of a few large local and
foreign enterprises dominating the business environment.
in an economy where wealth is concentrated in a small
percentage of the population and business organizations
commonly in the form of close family corporations,
these same interests continue to be the only available
partners of foreign investors who can do business only
through Joint venttLres with Filipino interests. As long
as Philippine anti-trusS policy is within the framework
of penal law, prompt control of anti-competltive
practices will not be possible.• The establishment of
a central administrativa body charged with investigating
and evaluating anti-competitive effects of ce?tain
business practices is necessary. (1977: 163)

Finally, we wish to refer to studies whose focus is

not so much on the aggregate benefits and costs of foreign

investment or on the traditional concerns of economists

studying monopoly; rather the subject of these papers is

the impact of the TNC on the lives of the people, and the

•environment in the immediate vicinity of its operations.

The consequence of a very unequal power relationship is

stark. Snow (1977) interviewsworkers, mos_zly emigrants,

in Marivel_s near the Sataan Export Processing Zone. He
r
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presents infor_aation on their back_r:_u:nd, .th_;Lr attitudes,

and their pattern._ of living. K,i,_o (_'.;., 2 (-',_ ..... ¢ s t:L.e

displacing of _:ntiz'e burrios to m_k,_ way for the. Phili.i_2i:_,_

Sintering Plant. The industry r_:ceLvi._:g ti_,_mos_ attention,

however, is fruit products; the pin_:apDle ;__._.,.ibana_:a

industries in I'iindanao. It is n_Jt,i,eri::q2s,c_iat the

behavior of fib.ms in thin indust_-y is signfi.cantly

different from firms in other industries. LccaC_2d a_:_y

from industrial centers, however, the conse.lu_.nces of

their actions ar_ more apparent to the obse_'ver.

Friesen a-_ Stolzfus discuss the iml.uct of two

subsidiaries of C_stle and Cook DOLEFTL (Dole Phi!iri',i_c._)
t

and $fA/_FILCO, on the areas in Mind_nao where thoy

operate pineap;.,l._ a:_d banana plantations. They describ_

the lease ai__;c:uents between these two TNC subsidiarios

and the gcvernment-owned National Development Corporation

(NDC), on the one hand, and local farmers, on the other.

The rental of _63 per hectare from NDG appe_rs rather, low

to the authors. '2hey argue that although General Santos

City has become a business town, the lives of individual

farmers i:_vo]ve,l with the 2 growel's have not improved.

Further they fee] the ecology of the land is being UpSet

by erosion and the use of chemicals _e high technolcgy

being u$6,:! i_ inappropriate for the, state of local

developmen_ and needs of the community. In addition, _he two

firms exert mo_opolF control in t.%e market for azricu!_<c_r:_i

inputs such as fertilizer and the marketing of pineappl_e_;

and bananas. f_-_epower of the [_r]cis such t_;:atthere is

little 1;he Icc_l inhabitants can do.
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Broad (1980), in an article provocativel_, entitled

"Our vhildren Are .Being Kidnapped," discusses the expansion

of corporate farming in Bukidnon and its impact on the

people being displaced. She focuses particularly on the

activities of the local subsidiary of Del Monte, Philippine

Packing Corporation. She details the role of land

speculation, the connivance of individuals of the Bureau

of Lands, the Intimldation of the people, and the detailed

language of the growers agreements.

Finally, the most comprehensive of these studies is

the report on the banana industry by David, et _[ (1981).

The developmen_ of the banana industry in Mindanao is

explained; its dependence upon Japan and the vlcissitudes

of that market is discussed; and the technical, economic

and social problems of production are explored, fhe three

American and one Japanese TNC involved in growing and

marketing use different approaches. •United Brands is

associated with only one grower. Del Nonte uses nine

corporate farmers, while the Castle and Cook subsidiary,

ST,LNFILCO uses 350 or so small growers. There are many complaint

about the nature of the growers aEreements , particularly

with grA},'F !LCO.

David et a_l, i.n contrast with the two articles _ust

mentione.d, link the impact of the TNC on the iullabitants

of the pineap?].e and banana "'" "6_c.w1_nL area with the econom_

at the world level. The aut}io1?s explain that there are "

many proble..us associated wi.t;hthe rapid 5rowth of Philippine

operations, both because of the growing J_p;inese market and
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because of-bhe Phil [;:.gines capturing t]_.*sh_:'e_ _,f l_quador

and other Central American co_n1:ries. Ho_;_v_, the ma:ket

has recently pe:_Ked.

Rising input and f'a/ling murk_,t i_-ices az'e pl_cing

a squeeze on both producers and m_rk_e_-s. D_vid, et _,]

argue th_b the agreements the T_'ds have _;it:hthe [.]rowers

places most of the uncel-tainty on the latter. In a_:idit;ion

the size of the TNCs give them the power to _-<_t,;ct

t._femselves at the expense of growers, ma.::yw_o _,_-,ein

deb_ and hence at t;he n,ercy of the TNCs.

XIII. Suz!![!a,_z'.._r_dConc]usl.ons

To the average person on the street there is r_lati.v,,,l$

little criticism of foreign investment, although partic_].az.]_/

egregious acts ace not ignored and the Japanese genePr,,/,]._,

come in for more scrutinjf than the Americans. The styl_

of busin_-,ss witil which the TNCs are associated, the ap_._az'e:'_t

modernness of their factories, and, of course, their

obvious success in identifying their products in the eyes

of the consu:r,er with success and development, are subject

to admiration if not awe. All of _his may be less todaJ

than it was 25 or _0 years ago, but it is there. However,

when we tu_-n to the literature, we find it to a con.,:-idcrable

extent, _:'_-itical. ;4hy is there this discrepancy?

Part of the r_:ason can be attributed to ,2erspective.

For some .success _t the individual level -- person, £_:_ily,
/

and/or fi_".:_-- is ,_;hedominant cor_cerr,_ all else is b_" t:ne

way. Others who trj to _ake a social [_ers?_:ct;ive fe_.l t,_'_er'e
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is a close par:_llel, if not a one-to-one c_j-,-_.'-;:_on.dence

between the ne_.ds, priorities, and _cal_ of foreign

investors (or perhaps business enterL,rise z_,.__"e_-_ral).._and

those of the national economy. The f.,rcbiem ts to place

the latter in consonance with the _._,_rm_,_.

History and observation, however, h_v_ convincedmany

that the situation is better characterized in terms of

incongruities and conflicts, than in terms of harmonies.

The studies reviewed here by and large support this view.

The ars-ument that foreign investment has made substantial

contributions to the economic development of the Philippines

is a weak one; significa/_t costs and minor benefits "are

more the order of things. It may well be that the

par+_icular topics which we reviewed ia arriving at this

conclusion-- and they are the ones which proponents and

critics alike have focused-- are not the proper ones. If

so, we would be interested in seein5 both ar.grument and

d_ta.

Not all the blalue for current state of affairs should

be ]s.id at the door of the TNGs, however. For example, it

is unrealistic to expert foreign-owned enterprises to

contribute significantly be the r_duction of u/q- and under-

emplo_-ment by hiring a large numbez- of workers. Their?

presence is simply not that great. Cn the other hand, it--.

is not too much to expect them to contribute more to '

employment indirectly -- as well as to industrial development

in gener_l -- by ._-_-_-_._._=,-_dlocal sourcing.
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In other areas it is uncle_r wbeth_:, the contribu_ion

of TNGs should be improved; th_:i_' cap it::,lccn_._'ibution i_

a case in point. The data on uet: e.qui.ty ca_i_al movements

a_id the associated income flows, as well as transfer pricin_

a/Id other monopoly rents, sus.'gest _h._t -chcr.e r_y be [un

excessive drain of domestic resourc_-_, ilow_]vuz',to

completely revez_se this outflow ca a sustain_.d basis Would

necessitate a very rapid Erowth of for_i£n Jnvest::_eut.

Whether this is pr;_cticable or desi.l-able is su_.ely dcbatab].e.

Management training is the one area in wh_ic5 thece

is general agreement that5 a substantial contribution has

been made. AltL<,u_h home country personnel still staff

the top position(-..:.) ::: _ome TUG-affiliated firms, the u::,e

of expatriate does not u:.pear 5L:_u_.":,ll$_o be aconter, tioUs

issue. Rather it ii_ cui:ce.rn about the locus of decisibn-

making to what "'- ,"'; ex,._,.,,does the local fir.m have autono_::y

in making decisions _h..ita2e in its interest in _he context

of the local econo_, un:-tto what extent does the home office

office of the TiqC, _ith it_ global perspective and interest,

control the ac_io:_ its affiliates.

Transf_.r o techno_•og2, including the development of

skill_d wo_k force, i.=. aa area of research in which the

surface has _Just been _ccatched. What has been doze, however,

is nob encouz'a,.i:_:_6. The simple, last st.age L,z-oduction

processes th_;-:.._z-eemployed, th<._ ir..si_nificant diffusion

of the transi:.::: ..d t_.'cluiolot_yto domestic fiz-ms, and the

monopol.$- a,.,_v::_:t:._ ..,5 that accrue to ' ,t_,_ T.UC-affilia_ed'" C,, '"

firms from their '.¢z_owled_e of th<_,_,,'__duction 7.'cocesses_ as
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tell. as from their accu:r.ulation (_f ,....̂ ,"_.,..:'_,_..'','.._.e, limit the

,otential benefit of l'creign i_:ive_t_.:,_:,,Eto the nation_l

_conomy. In addition, the ccucentr[,.ti._'.:._of wealth and

_ontrol of produotive assess th._t cxi:._ts in the Philippines

say have contributed to tL_ cur;_cL_t _t_te o.["affairs.

In the introduction to this rc.view rea,.:ers _ere warned

_hat few topics of _he covered have beE.;.aadequately

researched, and in most sre_._ our =_-,-,-_,:,,5eis ruther

th{'n. _Nowhere is this mol-e true than in the subject

of the balance of _,ayments contribution of fol.eisn inv;_:t._,ent.

_hereis adequate data on capital and associated income

flows| the existence of a sust_ained net" ou_flcw is generally

agreed upon. Ho;ever, little is known of the impac_ of

impor_-substituzion, exports, tr_,n_fer p_.,"ic.1"fJg,mana(;e_ue;;t,

royalt?, and other fe_:s, and so forth on the h,_l_nnce oE

payments.

F_'om our reddens of ._he. dat.a we conclude Star, at
. . . ,,

least in a .iu_utitative sense.,: f.orei6n invcs_L_:nt mu;_t be ..
, . ' . ,

consider_d ,a ,'_zniI'icnnt el_ment in t]'l._"l_hili._.Din_eec.nomy,
•. •

This is.more t:_'ue,in anaggre_ate sense in t_, colonial.

and co:_:_,_nwealth periods than currentl_.. !iu_ Filipi...l.,.,_,,'....t_._n
..' .',..i

not withstanding, f_rms witl_ fOreign-owneJ e,iuit_ are a_-_,:-,_....i

the large-_t and most important in mlnz_C an..liL :._anl/

manufacturing industries, flOW ciosel-_ they s!_].d be

identified with the p_ce and pattern of "_ _ "

economic _.evelopment, however, i_._3no_ bee_ uufS.icie:-_ .[>-

examined.
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Another area 6hat has been widely d i_c:_:_,sedbut

insufficiently described or analjzed i'_ the _'._.leta_,t

ii._,_overD_nent policy makers envisic,- for l;r._-_n:_utional ""......

in their economic development pl.:_ns, t_i_e,-)u._._._._e,c,fthe

policies designed to impact upon the activil-i._ of for'_'.i6n

investors, and the relationship bet_een the _le e_v_....[oned

axed policies implemented, on the one hand, ;m'_dthe behavior

of TNCs, on the other. It is unclear to u_ pre.ci_,_ely

what is desired or expected from foreign invest meat, _'d

to what extent success has been achleved,

Neither is it clear what conclusions should be dl'a_:al:

from the critics of foreign investment.in the Philil,_.i_e_i

what alternative course of development ,is picturod_ wh_,L_

must occur for it to succeed_ wha_ will be the role, if _i_iy,

of, foreign _nvestment;. and what a_e the Chances for succeo_,?

Crystal ball gazing or completely wOrk.ed out scenarios :,,re.
• . . - .

• ... .. . " ... , . •

Z_Ot necessary, but the presen_ation of ideas and analy.,Is
. • ...

/subjected to scrutiny would be useful, It is only when we

. W_derstand-t;_e nature of)the economic devslop_en_ procoS:_.

that both the proponents and critics of T_Cs feel is zost
. , . . . .... .. ,.- -.

.. . .,_

appropriate for the Philippines ,.and the role they envision
. . .., •

• . . •

for foreign investment in that process, can we place their

analysis and conclusions in perspective, L

As we have tried to show, the:'e has be_n considerable

analysis of foreig_ investment in the Philipoines. Howevc.,:

much more needs to be u/Idertaken, and _t necd.,_ to L:.e '[inkt_d

with studie_-_ on other areas of the economy .<nJ wi_:_ 'Ji.e

economic dev.lopm,_nt of the countl,y :in g_..u,:::z.'-31
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Many o.f-tho r,-fe:'ence,_3] t:''.:d.... be]ow are, unfortunatel$,)
unpublished ; othegs _.re not e_:_:..'.ii>' 1orated. To minimize

search efforts for these wi'_:h,;_....,,,....,_ access these.materials,
we have indicated at wn:ich ] ib[,-::.,-.:,in tl-e Hetro-Manila area
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looked for a r_afer,ence fi:rst ;.,.tt},e ;.i,chool of Economics
Library at the Univ.'-:r:_ityof t!_e iqt.i,li.ppines. If it WaS

no% the_'e, only then did we look ,.:l._acwhere. The followill S
abbreviations are u:._ed:

UPAC -- Unzv_::r.,_]_tyof the ._->,il.ippinesAsian Center
1,i.brary

[]1.--_[,I_-- Unlvers ty of the .Phl.]il)pinos, Asla_ Labor
Ed uc a t i on Gent e r .bl i:..ra ry

DPBA-- Un ve:.,,'_ity of t;t,_.:, l:h.[lipp_nes, College of
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[IPLC--Univez-s ty of tl;e P'h:[lippines) Law 0ente_
Library

Ui-'liF--Univers ty of ti...,_i:hil]ppines, Filipiana
Sect Jon o.f '-!;.e '-'; '. _,_ i c, .:..ib ;' nry

UPiLL-- Un v,._x:'slty,f t_:_:i:.ilipl_ines) Main Library
UP;J,E-- Ullivo.r::_it.y,;!"tile _.:;_iipi:_ines, _chool' of

Economics LJ.bt,ar _,• j

UI".',."*-- UtlivePsity c,f '_",t.,.,.,.P:';i lippines, Third World
6tudie_ ,Jcnter

AIi:C -- Ateneo de Hani],,_ _,_._,versity) Institute of
]?hi].ippine Culture .l.i b)/,.,ry

AILL -- Ateneo de _:_nil_,. Unive_-_i.t.._, Rizal Library
•CRC-- Center for Resv:.,rCh and Uoamunication ..

Library
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